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ABSTRACT 

 

 

THESIS: An Improved Model of Chemical Evolution within the Milky Way Galaxy 

STUDENT:  Andrew Lerman 

DEGREE: Master of Science 

COLLEGE: Sciences and Humanities 

DATE: July 2016 

PAGES: 86 

 This thesis project involves the improvement of existing computer code, which is used in 

modeling the galactic chemical evolution (GCE) of the Milky Way Galaxy. The ultimate goal of 

a GCE analysis is to reliably predict abundances for all observationally available isotopes, as 

well as the variation of these abundances with time and location in our Galaxy. 

  Modeling the GCE would also help in the future modeling of the galactic habitable zone 

(GHZ) (the region of a galaxy in which life, as we know it, may exist). Finding the GHZ requires 

knowledge of the evolution of the chemical elements, as well as supernovae rates, in the Milky 

Way Galaxy. These can be determined in a galactic chemical evolution model. 

 F.X. Timmes (1995) modeled the galactic chemical evolution for the Milky Way Galaxy 

over its entire history. Using this existing code, circa 1995, then state-of-the-art, it was translated 

into a more modern programming language; it was translated it from Fortran90 into 

Mathematica. The input stellar yields (the mass ejected in the form of a particular element by a 

given star) were updated for a more accurate output. This allowed for the replication of the 

original outputs, as well as creating improved outputs. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

The objective of this thesis project is to improve upon our understanding of galactic 

chemical evolution (GCE), which describes how the abundances of different elements/isotopes 

change over time in a given galaxy, and galactic scale habitability. One such method of 

understanding galaxies, is to have an accurate computational model from which to work. Frank 

Timmes (1995) provided the astrophysics community with such a model, but he did so with 

stellar yields (the mass ejected in the form of a particular element by a given star) that are now 

outdated, and with a programming language which makes altering the code difficult. The 

purpose of this project is to modernize this powerful code by 20 years, and to update the stellar 

yield inputs.  

This GCE model included 76 isotopes that spanned a range of 30 different elements: 

hydrogen through zinc inclusively. The GCE analysis uses stellar yields from supernovae, which 

only produce elements up to iron in significant abundances, and up to zinc in trace amounts, 

before the supernova event. The reason for the low abundances of cobalt, copper, nickel, and 

zinc, is that nuclear fusion past iron removes energy from the system, instead of adding energy to 

the system. For this reason, this heavy fusion is uncommon, leading to small, but nonzero, 

abundances of the four aforementioned elements.  

Timmes stopped at zinc because there are no appreciable abundances of heavier elements 

until the supernova event itself, which is beyond the scope of the analysis. The code uses stellar 

yields as its source of data, which is defined as being the products from the fusions of stars. The 
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values of these yields are determined by the abundances released during the supernova event, 

making the elements created during a supernova event itself invalid for this analysis.  

It seems possible to be able to expand a GCE analysis to include elements created by 

supernovae nucleosynthesis processes, but there would have to be a property analogous to stellar 

yields which could be applied to these heavier elements. Assuming these endothermic nuclear 

yields can be determined, this should be a valid capability of the GCE code. 

It is important to have a working knowledge of the different types of supernovae. There 

are two main types, denoted as Type I and Type II. Type II supernovae are produced from 

massive stars, 𝑀 > 8𝑀⨀, and show hydrogen lines in their emission spectra. Type I supernovae 

are more commonly associated with lower mass stars, and have no hydrogen lines in their 

spectra. Furthermore, Type I supernovae are subdivided based on spectral analysis, with Type Ia 

showing silicon lines and Type Ib with weak or no silicon spectral lines. 

Timmes used 60 Type II supernova models of varying mass and metallicity to calculate 

the chemical evolution of 76 isotopes. The chemical abundances were changing over time due to 

the nuclear reactions which occur in the interior of stars. His code employed the use of a simple 

dynamical model for the Galaxy, as well as standard initial mass functions, and standard 

calculations of star formation rates. 

For this distribution, Type Ia supernovae account for approximately one-third of the solar 

abundance of iron. Some elements, like oxygen, come from massive stars, whereas other 

elements, like carbon and nitrogen, come primarily from stars with a mass less than eight times 

that of the Sun. In massive stars, the nucleosynthesis processes provides a good explanation for 

the existence of the 11B and 19F isotopes, as well as the increase in 7Li above its homogenous Big 

Bang value (Prantzos 2008). 
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Other than the inputs of stellar yields from massive stars alone, this model requires 

knowledge of nucleosynthesis from the Big Bang, from Type Ia supernovae, and from the winds 

of planetary nebulae. Less prominent sources of nucleosynthesis products, such as cosmic rays, 

have not been taken into account. Additionally, due to the uncertainty in how they impact the 

GCE, Type Ib supernovae have also been left out of this analysis. 

 

1.2 Formulae Involved 

The first formulae to consider in a GCE analysis are the evolution of the total mass of the 

system and the evolution of the mass of the gas in the system. The evolution of the mass of gas 

can be applied to specific elements/isotopes. In this way, a formula for how the abundance of an 

individual element/isotope evolves can be easily constructed. The evolution of the total mass of 

the system is given by Equation 1.1. 

                                                         
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= [𝑓 − 𝑜]                                                         (1.1) 

and the evolution of the mass of the gas of the system is given by Equation 1.2. 

                                                
𝑑𝑚𝐺

𝑑𝑡
= −Ψ + 𝐸 + [𝑓 − 𝑜]                                              (1.2) 

where 𝑚 is the mass of the system, 𝑚𝐺 is the mass of the gas, 𝑓 is infall rate of external gas, 𝑜 is 

the outflow rate of gas, Ψ is the star formation rate (in units of mass per time), and 𝐸 is the rate 

of mass ejection by dying stars. 

 Writing Equation 1.2 in a slightly different manner, you can determine the evolution of 

the mass of a given element i for all isotopes in question, as given by Equation 1.3. 

                                            
𝑑(𝑚𝐺𝑋𝑖)

𝑑𝑡
= −Ψ𝑋𝑖 + 𝐸𝑖 + [𝑓𝑋𝑖,𝑓 − 𝑜𝑋𝑖,𝑜]                                        (1.3) 

where mass of element/isotope i is given by mi=𝑚𝐺𝑋𝑖, 𝑋𝑖, is the mass fraction of the isotope in 

question, and 𝐸𝑖 is the rate at which stars re-inject isotope i into the interstellar medium. If there 
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is infall, i is added to the system at a rate of 𝑓𝑋𝑖,𝑓, where 𝑋𝑖,𝑓 is the mass fraction of i in the 

infalling gas. If there is outflow, i is removed from the system at a rate of 𝑜𝑋𝑖,𝑜, where 𝑋𝑖,𝑜 is the 

mass fraction of i in the outflowing gas. Notice the reinjection term, 𝐸𝑖, is not written as 𝐸𝐾𝑖. 

This is because the isotope mass fraction is taken into account by the stellar yield term, 𝑌𝑖(𝑀), in 

Equation 1.4. 

The equation for the rate of ejection of element i by stars must also be defined, and is 

given by Equation 1.4. 

                                   𝐸𝑖(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑌𝑖(𝑀)
𝑀𝑈

𝑀𝑡
Ψ(t − 𝜏𝑀)Φ(𝑀)𝑑𝑀                                    (1.4) 

where 𝑌𝑖(𝑀) is the stellar yield of isotope i (the mass ejected in the form of that element by the 

star of mass M), Ψ is the star formation rate for a star created at time t and has a lifespan of 𝜏𝑀. 

Φ(𝑀) is the IMF, which weights the integral. The IMF is a mathematical description of the 

distribution of the initial mass for a given region in space. Essentially, the IMF describes the 

position and surface density of mass for a given region. This description of mass distribution is 

generally in units of stars/parsec2/log(mass). The mass limits of the integral are determined by 

the mass limits of the IMF. 

For Equations 1.1 through 1.4, it is also possible to use surface mass densities instead of 

mass, which is what Timmes did. The difference between using mass and surface mass density is 

that mass is more limiting. Knowing the mass of a system provides for calculations of the entire 

system only, whereas knowledge of a mass per area can be applied to any area within the system. 

By simply defining any area of choice, a mass can be obtained, making surface mass density 

formulation more flexible than mass alone. The two equations describing the evolution of the 

surface mass density for any radius are given by equations 1.5 and 1.6. Equation 1.5 is valid for 

the disk of the Galaxy, and equation 1.6 is for the central bulge. 
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                                            𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑟, 𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑤) = 𝐾𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘
(

−𝑟
𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘

)
,   2𝑘𝑝𝑐 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 15𝑘𝑝𝑐                                 (1.5) 

                                          𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑟, 𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑤) =
𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒

(𝑟 + 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒)2
,   0𝑘𝑝𝑐 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 2𝑘𝑝𝑐                                (1.6) 

These equations both rely heavily on knowing four factors, as described by the 

transcendental equation, Equation 1.7, and the subsequent three equations; Equations 1.8, 1.9, 

and 1.10.  

                                      𝜎⨀𝑒𝑥𝑝
[

2(𝑟⨀−2)

2+𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒
]

= 𝜎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒
2

(2+𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒)2                                        (1.7) 

                                                           𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 = (2 + 𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒) 2⁄                                                          (1.8)  

                                              𝐾𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 = 𝜎⨀𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑟⨀ 𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘⁄ )                                                        (1.9)  

                                              𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒 = 𝜎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑒
2                                                          (1.10)  

where 𝐾 stands for mass distribution, and 𝑟 is the radius as measured from the galactic center. 

 

1.3 Important Parameters 

 Equations 1.1 through 1.4 rely on three main types of data: stellar properties, gas flows, 

and collective stellar properties. These data are discussed in the following sections. 

 

1.3.1 Stellar Properties 

 Stellar properties include stellar lifetimes, masses of stellar remnants (after a stellar death 

event), and the stellar yields. These all depend, to various degrees, on the initial stellar 

metallicity. Comparatively, stellar properties are fairly well known. The lifetime of a star of mass 

M (in solar units) and solar metallicity is given by Equation 1.11 (Prantzos 2008). 

                           𝜏(𝑀) = 1.13(10)10𝑀−3 + 0.6(10)8𝑀−0.75 + 1.2(10)6𝑦𝑟                              (1.11) 
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The mass of a stellar remnant, 𝐶𝑀, for a star of mass M (in solar units) is given by the three 

equations; Equations 1.12, 1.13, and 1.14. 

                                              𝐶𝑀(𝑊𝐷) = 0.08𝑀 + 0.47,          (𝑀 < 9)                                          (1.12) 

                                                     𝐶𝑀(𝑁𝑆) = 1.35,          (9 < 𝑀 < 25)                                            (1.13) 

                                                   𝐶𝑀(𝐵𝐻) = 0.24𝑀 − 4,          (𝑀 > 25)                                          (1.14) 

where (WD) stands for white dwarf, (NS) stands for neutron star, and (BH) stands for black hole. 

 Most known information on stellar yields comes from observations. Stellar 

nucleosynthesis and death constantly change the chemical composition of the interstellar 

medium (ISM). At the time of its formation, a new star will have the same chemical composition 

as the ISM, which is the source material for new stars. The surface composition of a Main 

Sequence star is not affected by the nuclear processes in its core. Therefore, even though the 

chemical composition of both the stellar interior and ISM evolve over time, the surfaces of these 

stars remain as a reflection of the ISM at the time of their formation. By knowing the ages of 

these Main Sequence stars, studying their surface abundances can be used to construct a 

chronology of the abundances of the ISM. Using these stars as a timestamp for various ISM 

abundances, a model for stellar yields of various elements can be determined.  

 This analysis by Timmes treats metallicity on an individual isotope basis. The metallicity 

of a given isotope is defined as the ratio of the abundance of that isotope to the abundance of 

hydrogen. As such, metallicity is a unitless value. 

 

1.3.2 Gas Flows 

 Gas flows are an optional factor that is often ignored in simple models, as it is with the 

model by Timmes. Timmes had to make a few simplifying assumptions for the code. One of 
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these assumptions was the so-called “closed box model” for the Milky Way Galaxy. This 

simplification states that the Galaxy is an isolated system, with no external stimuli, such as gas 

flows into or out of the galaxy. If more information was known about gas flows into and out of 

the system, their inclusion in the model would provide a more accurate description of the mass 

evolution of the system. With spectroscopy, gas flow data could possibly even describe the 

evolution of specific elements. 

 

1.3.3 Collective Stellar Properties 

 Collective stellar properties include the IMF and star formation rate. Neither of these 

parameters can be reliably derived from our current understanding of physics, therefore generally 

one has to use empirical evidence to guide their equations. 

 When the GCE code was written in 1995, there were three main IMFs available. For 

clarification, the term “module” will refer to Mathematica’s representation of the Fortran 

subroutines used throughout the code. Module 58 of the Mathematica code, titled “salp”, details 

the Salpeter IMF, module 61 of the Mathematica code, titled “sc86”, details the Scalo IMF from 

1986, and module 65 of the Mathematica code, titled “smil”, contains the Scalo-Miller IMF. The 

code can run using any of these IMFs, with the Salpeter IMF being the one used in this analysis. 

This IMF was chosen for its simplicity with respect to the other two IMFs. Figure 1.1shows the 

three IMFs as defined in the Mathematica code. The top equation (salp) is the Salpeter IMF, the 

second group of equations (sc86) is the Scalo 1986 IMF, and the third set (smil) defines the 

Scalo-Miller IMF. 
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 The Salpeter IMF is simply the mass, m, raised to a power, which was empirically found 

to have a value of -1.31. Whereas the Salpeter IMF is exponential, both the Scalo IMF from 1986 

and the Scalo-Miller IMF are logarithmic. The difference between the two logarithmic IMFs is in 

the empirical evidence used to fit the functions to the data. 

 Along with the IMF, the other collective stellar property used in the Timmes GCE 

analysis is the star formation rate. The star formation rate used in this analysis is given by 

Equation 1.15. 

                                                                            Ψ ∝ 𝜎1.4                                                                 (1.15) 

where 𝜎 is the surface mass density. 

Figure1.1 The three IMFs defined in Mathematica.  
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 Additionally, Timmes defined several parameters, which he summarized in Tables 1 and 

2. Table 1 shows the values of the chemical evolution model parameters used in the code. These 

parameters represent the best possible theories that Timmes was utilizing. By changing these 

parameters, the code will still run properly, but the outputs would vary to reflect the different 

parameter values. Changing these parameters could result in a better fit for the model to more 

accurately reflect the observational data. 

 

Table 2 shows the solar vicinity quantities in the present epoch. These parameters reflect 

the quantities that must be calculated to a high accuracy, and by obtaining more accurate values 

for these parameters, the code would produce a more accurate model.  

   

 

Table 1 

Table 2 
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1.4 Mathematica vs. Fortran 

 Both Mathematica and Fortran have certain aspects that make them superior to the other 

programming language. Ultimately, the reason to choose one language over the other comes 

down to preference. 

 Fortran is by no means a bad programming language. In fact, Fortran is known to be 

robust and fast, both of which are often the leading reasons to choose this language. Once the 

correct files were in the correct location, the original Fortran90 code took about two hours to run 

completely. However, Mathematica took considerably longer. With the additional “Print” 

commands in place (as explained in section 5.18), the code ran for over 48 hours without 

finishing. Without those “Print” commands, the code still took longer than the Fortran90 code, 

requiring roughly 11 hours to run. However, Mathematica was able to offer a few more benefits 

to this project. 

 Mathematica is a more approachable programming language than Fortran90, requiring a 

lower level of programming knowledge to be able to use effectively. Having no prior 

programming experience, this was the main reason that lead to choosing Mathematica.  Also, it 

can express a program with fewer commands and fewer lines of code than the same program 

written in Fortran. However, one of the most important distinctions, is that Mathematica is 

written modularly. 

 The syntax of Mathematica is not as daunting as Fortran, as it offers a plain-text input 

option, as well as a useful online help tool. And, as can be seen in figures 3.1 and 3.2, the 

Mathematica language is a more compact and concise way to express the same amount of code. 

 One of the greatest advantages of Mathematica, is that the code is now modular. This 

compartmentalizing of the code allows for changes and uses of certain parts of the whole 
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program without worrying about how it can negatively impact the rest of the program. 

Furthermore, individual modules can be used for various other astrophysical models. This 

analysis makes use of several smaller astrophysical models and equations, which are all valid in 

their own right, and therefore can be useful (and used, due to the modular nature of 

Mathematica) for any other astrophysical model, such as the GHZ.  

 Additionally, with the GCE analysis now written in Mathematica, it allows an easier 

method for any additional improvements to the analysis to be made. If future models wish to 

include more parameters, such as radial gas flows or Type Ib supernovae events, the 

Mathematica version of the code would simply require an additional module, whereas the 

Fortran90 would have to be updated more tediously. Also, if any error is found, correcting it 

would require a correction to that module alone, nothing else.  

 Mathematica is also more useful as an instructional tool, for it more easily shows the 

math and physics behind the code by focusing less on the many formatting commands found 

commonly in Fortran code. Various modules of this code can be useful for an astrophysics 

lecture on GCE, GHZ, stellar evolution, stellar populations, stellar birth rates, etc.  

 

1.5 Relation to the Galactic Habitable Zone 

 The galactic habitable zone (GHZ) is defined as the region with sufficient abundance of 

heavy elements to form planetary systems in which Earth-like planets may form and could 

possibly sustain life. An accurate GCE would help by providing the method with which to 

discover the abundances of these heavy elements; it places a constraint on the GHZ to only 

include the regions with this sufficient abundances of heavy elements.  
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 From previous GCE analyses, it has been determined that Earth-like planets likely 

formed from circumstellar disks with metallicities 𝑍 ≥ 0.1𝑍⨀ (Prantzos 2008); a minimum 

metallicity would be required for Earth-like planet formation. 

 Additionally, the GHZ would have to be a region which could sustain life after 

encountering a supernova event. Because a GCE analysis is based off of supernova events and 

yields, an accurate GCE model would also provide a usable analog showing the distance of these 

planetary systems from these supernova events. In this way, a better GCE can also provide a 

GHZ model with the necessary supernova information.  
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Chapter 2 

OBTAINING THE ORIGINAL TIMMES CODE 

 

2.1 Download 

The Timmes code was found by a search for the “Galactic Chemical Evolution: 

Hydrogen through Zinc” page on Cococubed.com. A link on that page allowed for the download 

of the source code, the used nucleosynthesis data file, and the associated input text files. Three of 

these files were DEK files, one was an INP file, there was an ORIG file, and the main F90 file. It 

was necessary to work in a Linux environment in order to manipulate these files. 

 

2.2 Virtual Box 

 The latest version of the free software Virtual Box, as well as the latest version of the 

Ubuntu operating system, Ubuntu 15, were downloaded. This allowed for a virtual machine 

which works with a Linux-based operating system within the Windows-based laptop which was 

used for this project. Once this virtual machine was working, the original code was able to be 

utilized. 

 

2.3 Checking the code 

 All of the files obtained from the website were copied into a single folder. This way, the 

operating system would be able to have access to all of the necessary components to run the code 

correctly. Once the program was executed, it returned several files as output, including 16 dat 

files, 15 ism files, 20 raw files, and 15 sol files.  
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 67 output files were opened, and each one was a table of numbers. In order to make sense 

of these numbers, they were plotted to see what kinds of trends emerged. The data were imported 

into Excel. Data were graphed from a few of the tables to see what they were. It was determined 

that they nearly perfectly match (with under a .05 chi square value) some of the graphs from the 

original Timmes paper, as seen in Figure 2.1.  

Figure 2.1 Checking the first run of the Timmes code . 
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 The left three graphs are directly from the original Timmes paper, while the right three 

graphs were reproduced after running the original code. The similarities between the graphs was 

convincing evidence that the code obtained was the correct and in working order. 

 It was thought to be a good idea to have a physical printout of the original code in order 

to be able to use as a reference guide while working on the translation. A table of contents was 

created, displayed in Appendix B, outlining at which lines of code the various modules began 

and ended. A text editor was used to view the code on a computer screen. 

 The Jedit software was used. It was able to open the F90 file and subsequently print it 

out. This print out was used throughout the translation as a point of reference and as a means to 

make notes. 
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Chapter 3 

CODE TRANSLATION 

 

3.1 Learning How to Code 

 Before the start of this project, there was no prior programming experience. Having 

worked with the Matlab language a few times, and having worked in Linux a few times, the only 

knowledge carried over was how to change directories and ask for the list of a given directory. 

There was no functional knowledge of either programming language to be translated to and 

from. Learning how to code began by trying to interpret the Fortran90 code and writing out what 

it was doing in plain English. To help in the translation process, a couple of books were checked 

out from the University Library on Fortran: Fortran 95/2003 for Scientists &amp; Engineers 

(Chapman 2008) and Programmer's Guide to Fortran 90 (Brainerd 1990). 

  

3.2 Syntax 

 The main concern in this translation is the difference in syntax used by both languages. 

Fortran uses parentheses “(ex.)” to encompass their parameters, whereas Mathematica uses 

square brackets “[ex.]”. This is a simple example, but dozens of characters have very specific 

and unique function that pertains only to that language. It took a while to become familiar 

enough with both syntaxes to be able to both interpret the Fortran code and to then rewrite it into 

Mathematica. The Fortran syntax was learned far more slowly, for there are several formatting 

options in Fortran that Mathematica either already assumes or doesn’t require. 
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 For example, Figure 3.1 shows a simple “Do” command that was taken from Module 1 of 

the code in both languages:  

 

 The left is Fortran90, the right is Mathematica. From this incredibly simple example, it’s 

easy to see a few of the many syntax differences. Fortran90 specifies the starting and ending 

parameters for a “Do” command at the very beginning, and must explicitly declare the end of the 

command with an “enddo” statement. Mathematica requires the use of more brackets, a 

specialized equals symbol “:=”, the explicit extraction of a value from the list “bigb”, the starting 

and ending parameters at the end of the “Do” command, and a semicolon to separate this 

command from the next. 

 From this simple example, it may appear that Fortran90 is the easier of the two languages 

to work with, which is sometimes the case. However, Mathematica can often create the same 

program using fewer commands and fewer lines of code than Fortran. On example of this is 

Figure 3.2, which is from the beginning of module 1 of the code. 

 The top shows the Fortran90 code, and the bottom is the Mathematica code. These are the 

commands that are required to start and define the “chem3” module, define the local variables, 

and run the first user-defined subroutine “rchem”. 

Figure 3.1 Comparison of a “Do” command.  
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3.2 Errors 

 When running the code to check for errors, there are some errors that are more important 

to fix than others. Errors arise from a “Do” loop when the code tries to call upon an iteration of 

the loop that has no meaning. For example, there will be an error if the code tries to extract the 

25th element from a 24 element list. Mathematica will acknowledge the error exists, and then 

skip over it to continue the code evaluation. Such an error is not necessary to correct, for fixing it 

will only change the output aesthetically, not functionally.   

 Other errors, such as syntax errors, are much more crucial to correct. These errors arise 

from the programming language itself not being able to interpret the code. These errors can 

dramatically alter the functionality of the outputs, and at the very least, they will always 

influence the numerical values of the outputs. 

  

Figure 3.2 Example of syntax differences. 
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Chapter 4 

VERSIONS 

 

4.1 Understanding the Code 

 Periodically, the code was saved under a different file name just in case there was a 

mistake that needed to be corrected later. There was a new save after implementing some new 

revelation, whether correct or incorrect. Understanding the code started with an English 

translation of the Fortran90 code, with three different saved files of these comprehension texts. 

The translation then continued with the writing of the Mathematica version of the Fortran90 

code. There were 24 different saved versions of the Mathematica code. 

 The translation process started by first trying to decipher the Fortran90 code into plain 

English. Once it was understood what the code was actually doing, it was then easier to recreate 

the code in Mathematica. 

 The first four subroutines were read through, making comments along the way, and there 

started to be an understanding of the basis of this numerical simulation. After the fourth 

subroutine, there was a decision to begin the task of writing the Mathematica code.  

 For clarification, the term “version” refers to the various saved states of the translation 

process. The naming convention for these saved states begins with “M1”, which is short for 

“Mathematica 1”. The subsequent saved versions increase the numerical value within the name. 

The additional “test” designation of version “M13 test” was to denote the beginning of full code 

evaluations. Also, the additional designation of “T” in the name signifies the inclusion of the 

supplemental debugging “Print” commands in module 33, “rnuc”. Furthermore, the inclusion of 

“TT” in the name denoted debugging “Print” commands for module 1, “chem3”, as well. 
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4.2 M1 

 It was clear early on that careful consideration was needed with the way equations and 

variables were defined. With that in mind, from this very first version of Mathematica code, it 

was made sure that the program started off with the command that clears all variables: 

ClearAll["Global`*"]. This ensures that with every run of the code, the previously user-defined 

functions and commands being used are all deleted, leaving only those commands and functions 

from the current read of the code. 

 The translation process started with the third “subroutine” of the Fortran90 code, titled 

“taum”. It started here because the first two “subroutines” were much longer and intimating to 

try to decipher first. This subroutine was actually pretty straightforward to copy down; all it 

involved is defining a couple of list inputs, a couple of constants, a couple of “If” statements, and 

a few equations. Even with this very doable number of lines, it was translated incorrectly on the 

first attempt.  

 There was an attempt to write “If” statements with a lower case “if”, which actually 

needs to be upper case; all Mathematica-defined functions need to be capitalized. 

 Additionally, there was an attempt to translate module 50, the locate command, which 

“taum” calls. This is where the pair of commands “Label” and “Goto” were first encountered. 

Again, the needed capitalizations of these commands were omitted, as were the capitalizations of 

the other “If” commands in this module.  

 The Fortran90 book made note that using the “Label” and “Goto” commands is a “bad 

coding practice” and should be avoided when possible. This would have been taken into account, 

except the original Timmes code used these commands quite prolifically. That, and the fact that 

Mathematica’s form of the “Label” and “Goto” commands seemed to function in the same way, 
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it was decided to include these commands in the Mathematica code. This would imply that the 

way the Mathematic code was written is not optimal. This translation was conducted by a very 

close one-to-one recreation of the Fortran code in Mathematica, without having extensive 

knowledge of the Mathematica language. A more seasoned author could certainly create a more 

streamlined code. 

 

4.3 M2 

 This second iteration of the Mathematica code started due to knowledge of the 

capitalization mistakes. Now, all of the Mathematica-defined commands were capitalized, and all 

of the user-defined commands remained lower case for organizational reasons.  

 Modules 2, 4, 5, and 6 were starting to be written. Module 2 was barely attempted, but 

modules 3, 4, 5, 6, and 50 were essentially done. At this point, the following Mathematica 

commands were used correctly: If, Print, Do, Log10, List, Label, and Goto.  

 The original Fortran90 code is written as a series of subroutines, so in order to perfectly 

recreate that in Mathematica, knowing how to define a subroutine in Mathematica was 

necessary. This took several weeks to finally figure out, and it still wasn’t perfect at this point. 

 There was an attempt to mirror the “call” command of Fortran by using the “RunProcess” 

command of Mathematica to call a subroutine. Also, there was an attempt to use the “Module” 

command to define a subroutine, which is the correct command to use, but it had not been used 

correctly at this point. 
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4.4 M3 

 This version of the Mathematica code marks a large logical leap; this is where the 

“Module” command was correctly identified as the key to writing the code in the same manner 

as the Fortran90 code. The syntax of the “Module” command was not used correctly yet, but it 

was known that it needed a list of parameters and local variables to run. 

 The code was now formatted to include a heading for all 72 modules, with the correct 

parameters for each module correctly identified. There was still the incorrect “RunProcess” 

command in Module 2, which is why progress stopped in that module and the focus shifted to the 

latter modules instead. 

 

4.5 M4 

 At this stage, the “Module” command was finally used correctly in order to create 

Mathematica’s version of a subroutine. In order to use this command correctly, each module had 

to be written entirely within its own cell, which had not been done previously. This also required 

knowledge and utilization of the suppression syntax, which the semicolon was used for. 

However, the semicolon suppressions were incorrectly only used after any lines of code that 

made use of Mathematica commands. It was also this use of semicolons that first allowed for 

correctly written nested “If” and “Do” loops. 

 There was now knowledge of the way to correctly call self-defined functions, which lead 

to the code being completely rid of the “RunProcess” command. Modules 7 and 8 have now been 

written as well. 
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4.6 M5 

 This version of the Mathematica code was used primarily as a checkpoint, for modules 1-

22 and 50 have now been written. This is also when the syntax differences between the 

parentheses and square brackets was noticed. For the most part, Mathematica deals with square 

brackets, so any parentheses from M4 were swapped out for the correct type in M5. The 

semicolon suppression was implemented for the end of every line of input, making the code 

more compact, and easier to work with. 

 

4.7 M6 

 This iteration was an update that included writing modules 23-33. Module 33, “rnuc”, 

required special consideration as it seems to be the main workhorse of the whole code. This 

module was not yet written perfectly, and it took until the last few versions before it was correct. 

 

4.8 M7 

 Modules 34 and 35 have been written. A few extraneous syntax errors, such as stray 

commas, were deleted. 

 

4.9 M8 

 In this version of the Mathematica code, a significant amount of important information 

was included before the first module. The information includes details as to what each parameter 

stands for, any limits on those values, and the correct units to use for those values. All of the 

information provided was obtained from the additional files that came with the original Timmes 

code. 
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 This was also when the original stellar yields were manually inputted, as opposed to 

trying to reconcile the input and output modes of the two programming languages. Trying to 

provide the inputs in Mathematica in the same way that it was provided in the Fortran90 code 

would have been a very tedious and time consuming task. Therefore, a more direct approach was 

taken; defining the inputs with the “List” command. 

 

4.10 M9 

 This is when the input lists were correctly implemented. There were a total of seven lists, 

two lists of lists, and two lists of lists of lists. It was necessary to define a few intermediate lists 

in order to get the nested lists written correctly. 

 This was easily the largest time sink of the entire code. It originally seemed like a simple 

cut and paste from the given text file of inputs to Mathematica would have sufficed, but the 

syntax of the numbers involved needed to be changed. The original inputs would have written 

10,000 as 1.00 E+4, but Mathematica needs it to be written as 1.00*10^4. 

 In order to make this change, a search and “replace all” would have been performed, 

except it would have replaced all instances of the letter “E” throughout the entirety of the 

Mathematica code, which was not what was wanted. Instead, the same replacement was made in 

another program, then copied back over into Mathematica. 

 

4.11 M10 

 This version may be the most significant improvement of any version over its 

predecessor. In this version, many of the parameters that were defined before the first module 
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had been identified and labeled. Several variable names were matched with their values and 

descriptions under the heading of “chem3.inp”. 

 This is also where it became apparent that it was necessary to separate out the various 

“Print” commands to their own dedicated lines. In the Fortran90 code, a single call of the “Print” 

command could display any number of inputs separated by commas. However, the syntax of 

Mathematica required me to separate these into individual calls of “Print”. 

 In each module, subheadings were included under the heading name. These are 

descriptions, according to Timmes, of what each module is used for. 

 The remaining 36 modules were written, with the exception of a few that were deemed 

unnecessary. There are a host of modules, 32 and 37-45, that are centered around either finding 

the date and time of when the code is being evaluated, or specific formatting functions that only 

apply to Fortran90 code. The heading and description of these modules were left in, but their 

Mathematica code was not.  

 The unneeded modules were denoted by differing their heading color from the heading 

color of the useful modules. All instances of these unneeded modules that showed up in the 

useful modules were simply commented out, but they were left fully typed out just in case it was 

decided later that they were needed or wanted in those sections. 

 

4.12 M11 

 In this iteration, there was an attempt to reconcile a discrepancy with the way the local 

variables and parameters of each module were defined. To do this, all the given parameters were 

defined as local variables, even if they should not have been. Mathematica denotes any 

parameter that is also a local variable in red, seeing as there shouldn’t be any overlap. Though 
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the reason this was done, is that Timmes didn’t always denote the local variables properly. By 

double checking in this manner, it assured that the code correctly identified and defined all the 

needed local variables. 

 

4.13 M12 

 Here, there were further efforts to try to identify the local parameters correctly. Prior to 

this version, the code included the dependence of each local variable as it was defining them, and 

here it was checked to see if that was necessary. The bracketed parameters of the local 

parameters were removed. For example, in module 1, there was a local parameter defined as 

“xxx[nqmax]”, which was then changed to “xxx”. 

 One of the input list of lists, “kend”, was also redefined. Every value within this list of 

lists is 25, so the complicated nested list structure was replaced with a line that merely equated 

“kend” to 25. 

  Some aspects of module 36, “rchem”, were also fixed. A few key lines of code were not 

explicitly defined, so the following additions were written by hand: 

 The correct values to use were known, for they are displayed as plain text in the beginning of the 

code. 

 

Figure 4.1 Manually added parameters. 
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4.14 M13 

 More of the input lists were redefined. Every value within the list “nt1a” is 6, every value 

of the list “nnova” is 3, and every value of the list “metnuc” is 5. Therefore, these lists were 

replaced with lines that simply equated them with the respective value. 

 

4.15 M13 Test 

 This is the first iteration that tried to be fully evaluated. As such, a few additional “Print” 

commands were included, purely so the output would make more sense. It was also determined 

that the “Extract” command was needed to pull a value from any of the lists. This revelation is 

why the evaluation of the code was finally tested. 

 The hardest part about using the “Extract” command was determining whether something 

was a list or not. The lists that were explicitly defined in the inputs were not the issue, but there 

are also some lists that are derived from these lists. These derived lists blend in with other non-

list parameters, making it more difficult to determine when to use the “Extract” command than 

one might initially think. 

 Additionally, the several nested lists the code uses all require a series of nested “Extract” 

commands. It was difficult and time consuming to make sure the correct iterator was used with 

the correct “Extract”. 

 In this test, there was an incorrect change made to all of my “Do” commands. The way a 

function within a “Do” command was defined was changed by setting the “Do” inside the 

definition, instead of having the definition inside the “Do”. For example, 

“Do[bigb[i]:=(bigb[i])/sum,{i,niso}];” was changed to 
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“bigb:=Do[(Extract[bigb,i])/sum,{i,niso}];”. This seemed necessary at the time to define “bigb” 

correctly, but it was later switched back at the suggestion of the thesis advisor.  

 Also at the behest of the thesis advisor, there was a closer examination of the syntax 

being used to define the constants, variables, and equations. The code had been using “=” to only 

define purely numerical constants, but for any definition dependent on any of my other 

definitions, it was using the “:=” syntax. The mistake was eventually realized that it should have 

been using the “:=” syntax whenever the definitions involved a Mathematica function, and the 

“=” syntax was for all other definitions.  

 Additionally, this iteration is where the red-denoted parameters were finally removed 

from the local parameters area of the modules. It was also noted that there were still some 

remnants related to Fortran90 formatting in use, so those were commented out at this point. 

 

4.16 M14 

 This is the version where the previously undefined command “derivs” was defined. The 

original Timmes code uses the “derivs” command to take derivatives of several different 

functions, but nowhere in the original code was this function defined, nor was it defined in any 

of the supplementary Timmes files. There was a sense of confusion that extended to the thesis 

advisor as to how the original code could even work properly without defining it, but somehow it 

managed to run properly. 

 After a decently difficult search, it was discovered that “derivs” can be found in a 

numerical recipes book for programmers. This newly defined “derivs” function was also 

included to module 72. 
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 Additionally, in this version all of the “Do” commands were reverted back to their proper 

syntax. A few more lists were identified as lists, and subsequently the “Extract” command was 

included for those parameters. 

 

4.17 M15 

 For organizational purposes, this is where some comments were made in module 33, 

“rnuc”, denoting where the different layers of a nested “Do” structure start and stop. There was 

also a replacement of several instances of trying to extract values from the “numnuc” list with 

the value that the list always has: 25. While making this change, an instance was found where the 

code said “numnuc”, but it meant to say “namnuc”. 

 

4.18 M15T 

 For this version of the Mathematica code, there was the idea to include several “Print” 

commands interspaced between every couple of lines of the “rnuc” module, one of the main 

modules of the code. One of the difficulties with Mathematica is that the output will explain 

what is wrong, but not where to find it. By including these periodically increasing numerical test 

“Print” commands, the origin of any potential errors could accurately be pinpointed. For 

example, if the output read “T13; Tag Extract is Protected; T14”, the error would be between 

lines T13 and T14. 

 A drawback from this approach to debugging a code, is that the code now takes several 

hours longer to fully evaluate. What once took around three hours to run, now required at least 

twenty hours to run. 
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4.19 M15TT 

 The idea of test “Print” commands was implemented to also include module 1, in this 

version of my code. For this module, the counting was restarted at “TT1” to help differentiate 

which outputs came from module 1 and which outputs came from module 33. 

 

4.20 M16TT 

 In this version, several small, but very necessary, typing errors were fixed. These errors 

were only found while comparing each version to its previous iteration in the efforts to write this 

paper. 

 

4.21 M17TT 

 After reviewing the output with the given test “Print” commands, several parameters 

were identified that needed a numerical value assigned to them, but have not been given a 

numerical definition. 

 There was also the elimination of an instance of listing a certain local variable twice 

within module 19, titled “surfden”. Additionally, the way a couple of parameters were defined in 

module 2, “chemint”, that have the value of zero, were changed. The code originally had “=0”, 

when a double equals sign, “==0”, was needed. This is also where a syntax error was corrected 

in module 8, titled “getgas”. 

 

4.22 M18TT 

 It was noticed that the output denoted an incorrect “Extract” command in module 33, 

titled “rchem”, so there was an attempt to fix it. There was nothing noticeably wrong, so a 
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dummy variable was set up as an intermediary step, which seems to have fixed the error. At this 

point, the code was functional. 

 

4.23 M19TT (The New Yields) 

 This is the version where the original stellar yields were replaced with the new stellar 

yields. It was a relatively simple enterprise to obtain the new yields. The new stellar yields came 

from a paper on massive stellar nucleosynthesis and yields (Doherty 2013). This paper was 

found online, and there was a quick link to download their table of values. This required a 

change to a decent amount of the code to accommodate this update, including almost the entirety 

of the lists before module 33. The full extent of these changes can be seen in Appendix C. 

 The new yields did not have all of the same information as the yields used by Timmes. 

As such, of the 11 lists that the code uses to denote the yields, some assumptions had to be made; 

a few of them were assumed to be the same, a couple of them were assumed to be zero, and the 

rest were changed. The new yields that were being implemented did not include information on 

the masses of each isotope, nor did it give any reason to assume a change in the Big Bang mass 

fraction. For those reasons, it was assumed that the following lists should remain unchanged: 

bigb, kend, and masnuc. 

 The original code divided the inputs into type1a and nova sources, but the new yields 

only dealt with type1a sources. Therefore, it was concluded that the nova components (mnova 

and metnuc) of the new yields are zero, and the comparisons between the new and old stellar 

yields will be focusing solely on the type1a contributions.  

 The remaining lists were all changed to reflect the new stellar inputs. The new yields only 

cover about half of the isotopes as the original yields, so the “namnuc” list was updated to reflect 
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this change. This new set of yields also uses data from 14 stars instead of six, therefore changes 

were also made to the “nt1a”, “metnuc”, and “zzznuc” lists. Finally, the metallicity and yield 

values themselves were changed; the “mt1a” and “isonuc” lists were updated.  

 Additionally, a few parameters throughout the code had to be changed to allow for the 

changes in the input lists. The following changes were made to allow for the code to run: 

“nfract1a” now has a value of 14 not 6, “maxt1a” is now 15 not 10, and “metmax” is now 15 not 

5. These parameters are in place to stop the code from excessive recursions, but it also stopped 

the code from running with more stars in the inputs. 

 

4.24 M18 

 The code was taking a very long time to run (in excess of 48 hours), and it was assumed 

that no further outputs were to be generated. However, after looking at the given outputs, it 

became clear that only about half of the data that was expected was obtained. To try to remedy 

this lack of data, this version was created with all of the supplemental “Print” commands 

commented out. This version also takes a long time to run (close to 11 hours), but it did finally 

finish, and it did provide the full list of outputs.  

 

4.25 M19 

 This is the new stellar yields version without the additional “Print” commands.   
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Chapter 5 

KEY MODULES 

 

5.1 Chem3 (Module 1) 

 This is the module that is used to run the entire code. In the original Fortran90 code, this 

module was defined as a “program”, while each of the subsequent modules were all defined as a 

“subroutine”, a “double precision function”, or an “integer function”. All of the other modules 

can be traced back to the calling of this one. Due to its importance, this is one of three modules 

in which my additional “Print” commands were implemented.  

 Running the Mathematica version of the code is quite simple. Due to the fact the stellar 

yields were manually inputted, there were no accompanying files needed, nor is there a 

designated folder that the user must be in. To run the code, evaluate the entire workbook of the 

latest version, and in a new Mathematica workbook, run the “chem3” command. The outputs 

take a while to print to the screen, but once they do, focus on the latest groupings of outputs: the 

metallicity values. In this thesis project, the outputs were imported into Microsoft Excel in order 

to graph the various values against each other. 

 

5.2 Rnuc (Module 33) 

 This is the module that calls in the stellar yields and checks that the inputs are of the 

correct size. It checks these sizes by defining certain allowable values, which, if violated, returns 

a descriptive text output explaining which value was invalid. These are the same values that 

needed to be changed to allow for the new stellar yields to run: “nfract1a”, “maxt1a”, and 

“metmax”.  
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 “Rnuc” then manipulates the input lists in such a way that makes them of use to the rest 

of the code. This module is also responsible for a large amount of the text outputs, which are 

used to make sense of the numerical outputs. . The text outputs allow the user to determine what 

each of the numerical values mean, such as to which isotope a particular value belongs. 

 If there were an error in my code, other than a syntax error, this module would denote it 

in the output by stating what that error is. For example, when the code was first evaluated with 

the updated stellar yields, this module enabled for the quick discovery that several other 

parameters needed to be changed to accommodate the new inputs.  

 

5.3 Unneeded Modules (Modules 37-45) 

 These nine modules are all either remnants from necessary Fortran90 formatting issues, 

or were used to display the runtime of the outputs in the original code. Modules 37 – 45 were 

ignored in the Mathematica version, for they are all unnecessary. In order, they obtained a 

symbol from a bank of symbols, opened and closed various files, determined the current time 

and date, produced the elapsed time of the running code, determined the length of certain words, 

formatted those words, converted various units of time, set up specific delimiters used for output, 

and converted the length of a word into a numerical value.  

 

5.4 Scientific Modules 

 To understand how the code utilizes the scientific principles outlined in Chapter 1, this 

section will discuss the function of the purely scientific modules; a brief explanation of all of the 

modules that are directly related to the astrophysics behind the analysis. Not included in this 

section, are the purely programming-related modules, as well as the Fortran-specific modules. 
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 Module 1, titled “chem3”, is the chemical evolution code itself. Running this module, in 

turn, runs all of the other necessary modules and produces the desired metallicity values. Module 

3, titled “taum”, produces Main-Sequence lifetimes from input stellar masses. Module 4, titled 

“mtau”, does just the opposite; it produces stellar masses from input Main-Sequence lifetimes.  

 Module 6, titled “brate”, requires an input of total mass and gas mass to produce the 

stellar birth rate. Module 12, titled “sn1int”, computes the double integral for the Type Ia 

nucleosynthesis contributions. It returns the mass of the isotope ejected by Type Ia events. 

Module 14, titled “sn1rint”, calculates the Type Ia supernova rates. Module 16, titled “novaint”, 

is much like module 12, except for novae instead of Type Ia supernovae; it computes the double 

integral for the nova nucleosynthesis contributions, and outputs the mass of the isotope ejected 

by nova events. Module 17, titled “novrint”, calculates the nova rates. Module 19, titled 

“surfden”, computes the total mass and accretion rate. 

 Module 23, titled “isotopehistories”, produces the isotopic histories for a given zone, zn. 

Module 24, titled “ratiohistories”, produces the ratio histories for a given zone, zn. Module 25, 

titled “supernovahistories”, produces the supernova histories for a given zone, zn. Module 26, 

titled “kinematics”, produces the kinematic history for a given zone, zn. Module 27, titled 

“gdwarfdistribution”, produces the distribution of G type dwarf stars. Module 28, titled 

“solardistribution”, produces the solar composition to be used in comparisons. Module 29, titled 

“radialsums”, produces the radial sums.  

 Module 34, titled “getyeld2”, extrapolates the stellar nucleosynthesis yields. It requires an 

input of metallicity, mass, and isotope name in order to produce an output of stellar yield. 

Module 35, titled “andgrev”, calculates the solar abundances. Lastly, modules 58 – 68 are all 

used in describing and utilizing the three IMFs.  
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Chapter 6 

RESULTS 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 The stellar inputs that Timmes used came from 60 supernova sources, and covered a 

range of 76 isotopes. However, the new stellar yields came from 14 supernova sources, but only 

covered a range of 40 isotopes. Furthermore, not all 40 isotopes of the new yields were covered 

by the original yields. This limited the number of graphs that could be produced to compare the 

two stellar yields to just those isotopes that both data ranges had in common. The disparity in the 

number of isotopes is simply due to a difference in sample size between the teams that collected 

the data.  

 The code ran for both the original and new stellar yields. There were 15 different 

metallicity values that were found in the Timmes paper that were able to be graphed for 

comparison purposes. The following section shows these graphs. On the left are the graphs found 

on the Timmes paper, and on the right are the graphs created with the Mathematica outputs. Both 

the old and new stellar yields are graphed together on the same plots as an easy way to compare 

them to each other. 

 The graphs are mostly visual representations of various metallicity values plotted against 

each other, except for Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Figure 6.1 shows how metallicity changes over time 

in the solar neighborhood, and Figure 6.2 shows the logarithmic ratio for lithium versus 

metallicity. 
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6.2 Graph Comparisons  

 

Figure 6.1 Solar neighborhood age-metallicity relationship. 

Figure 6.2  Evolution of 7Li relative to hydrogen 

Figure 6.3 Evolution of the fluorine-to-oxygen ratio 
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Figure 6.4 Evolution of the oxygen-to-iron ratio  

Figure 6.5 Evolution of the carbon-to-iron ratio 

Figure 6.6 Evolution of the nitrogen-to-iron ratio 
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Figure 6.7 Evolution of the magnesium-to-iron ratio 

Figure 6.8 Evolution of the sodium-to-iron ratio 

Figure 6.9 Evolution of the sodium-to-magnesium ratio 
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Figure 6.10 Evolution of the aluminum-to-iron ratio 

Figure 6.11 Evolution of the aluminum-to-magnesium ratio 

Figure 6.12 Evolution of the silicon-to-iron ratio 
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Figure 6.13 Evolution of the sulfur-to-iron ratio 

Figure 6.14 Evolution of the cobalt-to-iron ratio 

Figure 6.15 Evolution of the nickel-to-iron ratio 
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 The old and new yields have almost an identical shape to their curve, with the only 

differences being a slight vertical shift in the values of some of the isotopes. For example, notice 

how the oxygen and carbon values are essentially the same as the original values, how the 

magnesium values for the new yields are lower than the originals, and how the aluminum values 

for the new yields are higher than the originals. This vertical shift is most likely a reflection of 

the more accurate stellar yields, but the fact that both curves are nearly identical is expected. 

  The original stellar yields should have the exact same value as the corresponding curve 

in the Timmes plots. As such, comparing their statistical relationship is unnecessary, and 

furthermore, comparing the new yields to one is equivalent to comparing them to the other 

original stellar yield curve. 

 After conducting a chi squared test, it has been concluded that there is at most a 6.43% 

chance that the old and new stellar yields are statistically independent, except for one outlier. 

This outlier was Figure 6.6, the nitrogen metallicity graph, which had a 25.00% chance of being 

constructed statistically randomly. This large value is most likely due to the shape of the nitrogen 

curve, in that it is appreciably different than the other models. With this in mind, and with a 

reasonable explanation for the nitrogen outlier, it can be said that the new and old stellar yields 

are in statistical agreement with each other. 

 Figure 6.1 shows the solar neighborhood age-metallicity relationship. This is a model for 

how metallicity evolves over time in the relative vicinity of the Solar System. This is the best the 

data fits the model for any of the 15 Timmes plots included in this paper. 

 Compare Figure 6.1 with Figure 6.2, which plots the logarithm of the abundance of 7Li 

with respect to metallicity. A quick observation of Figure 6.2 reveals data that fits the model for 

metallicity values lower than -1, and data that varies wildly for values larger than -1. This large 
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disparity is due to the fact that 7Li is commonly destroyed inside stars, making predictions for its 

abundances more difficult than other elements/isotopes. Lithium is a fairly rare element as is; as 

designated by List 33.2 in the Mathematica code, the initial Big Bang mass fractions for 6Li and 

7Li are 1.00 ∗ 10−12 and 8.00 ∗ 10−10 respectively. 

 Figures 6.3 through 6.15 are all plots of different metallicity values. In some of the 

figures, the data seems independent of the model curves, such as for Figure 6.3. Most of the 

models portray a rough relationship with the data, with nickel in Figure 6.15 having the closest to 

a model that fits the data. 

 The Timmes plots all have various numbers of model curves, which reflect the different 

IMFs used for those elements. It is unclear why some of the graphs have up to five curves, and 

why some appear to only have one, but there is always at least one curve in each Timmes plot 

that matches the model reproduced by the Mathematica code. The Mathematica code was 

evaluated with the Salpeter IMF, therefore a reasonable assumption can be made as to which of 

the Timmes curves in each plot reflects the values obtained by assuming the Salpeter IMF. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSION 

 

 This thesis project successfully translated existing Fortran90 code into a working 

Mathematica code. The code in question was first written in 1995 by F.X. Timmes, and it was 

used to model the galactic chemical evolution (GCE) for the Milky Way Galaxy throughout its 

history.  

 The graphs have shown that the new stellar yields have the same basic output shape as 

the original outputs, but sometimes varied in value; sometimes the new values are higher, 

sometimes they are lower, and sometimes they are essentially the same.  

 The same shape is either a sign that the original yields had the same trends as the new 

yields, or it is a byproduct of how this code makes the analysis. In the first case, this merely 

implies that the understanding of stellar yields over the past 20 years has improved in only minor 

ways. However, if these curve shapes are being influenced by the code itself, then measures 

would have to be taken to try to remedy that bias. 

 A simple way to test for the reason behind the similarities, would be to run a GCE 

analysis using a different code and/or with a different approach to the GCE analysis. If the same 

plots are generated using a completely independent code, then the code in this thesis project is 

not providing a bias.  

 This thesis project implies a slowly evolving understating of stellar yields. But, even 

further from GCE analyses alone, this project can be used, at least in part, for a wide variety of 

other astrophysical models. The most closely related model would be the GHZ, as previously 

discussed, but due to the modular nature of this Mathematica version of the code, individual 
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modules can be used for other models as well. For example, modules 3 and 4 (which produce 

either the stellar mass or Main-Sequence lifetime, provided the other is known) can be used in 

models of stellar evolution, galactic evolution, star population, and many more.  

 This GCE model is far from perfect, as can be seen in the left hand sides of Figures 6.2 

through 6.15. There are certain metallicity ranges for which the curves seem to fit the data, and 

other metallicities for which the data is statistically random with respect to the model.  

 The Mathematica code lends itself to improving upon the disparity between the model 

and the observational data. There are many parameters, summarized in Table 1, which can be 

altered in an attempt to produce more agreeable models. Of the many parameters to choose from, 

trying an IMF similar to the Salpeter IMF, but with a different exponent, would be a good place 

to start. The reason to start with the IMF, is that the IMF being used in the analysis was 

empirically defined, and therefore is open to both interpretation and change. 

 By testing parameter changes one at a time, a trend can start to be formed about how each 

parameter alters the resulting model metallicity curves. Assuming a methodical combination of 

parameter changes, a best fit curve can eventually be found. Once the models more accurately fit 

the observational data points, then predictions can start to be made; reliable predictions are the 

cornerstone of an accurate model. 

 There are many ways the current version of the Mathematica code could be improved. 

The easiest attribute to improve would be the runtime. A more seasoned programmer could do a 

number of things to make the code run faster, including optimizing the code, deleting extraneous 

lines of code, plotting the graphs directly, incorporating input files, and compiling the code. 

Additionally, as previously mentioned, this code could accommodate additional parameters with 

relative ease. 
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Appendix A 

Undefined Parameters 

 

 While trying to make an exact copy of the Fortran90 code, it became clear that there were 

several parameters that were never defined in neither the code nor the accompanying text files. 

Despite this, the code still ran in Fortran90 and produced the same graphs as are found in the 

Timmes paper. These parameters include the following: 

 Derivs 

 Grk 

 Dgrk 

 Func 

 Wimf 

 Ximfnorm 

 Init 

 Arrays xa and ya 

 ho, hp, den, a, b, c, d, w 

 Some of these had to be defined in some manner, while others were ignorable (they only 

showed up in the Fortran-specific modules). For some an appropriate equation was found online, 

and others had several options for values, of which the most sensible was chosen. 
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Appendix B 

Code Table of Contents 

 

 Table 3 is the user-made table of contents that was used to outline the Fortran code. It 

was used during the translation process for quick references of names, line numbers, input 

parameters, and corresponding Mathematica module numbers. 

  

TYPE NAME LINES Parameters Number

Program chem3 1 - 188

Subroutine chemint 197 - 344 start, stpmin, stopp, eps, ylogi, nok, nbad, derivs, steper

Double Precision Function taum 353 - 408 m

Double Precision Function mtau 417 - 486 t

Double Precision Function imf 495 - 523 m 5

Double Precision Function brate 530 - 554 mtot, gtot

Subroutine gasevo 560 - 785 t, g, dgdt

Subroutine getgas 794 - 991  tdif, gastot, mettot, xiso

Subroutine getgas2 999 - 1054 tdif, gastot

Double Precision Function gasbak 1063 - 1101 m 10

Double Precision Function type2rn 1109 - 1140 m

Double Precision Function sn1int 1149 - 1250 m

Double Precision Function gasbak2 1259 - 1308 phi

Double Precision Function sn1rint 1317 - 1352 m

Double Precision Function type1arn 1359 - 1395 phi 15

Double Precision Function novaint 1404 - 1502 m

Double Precision Function novrint 1510 - 1546 m

Double Precision Function novarn 1552 - 1588 phi

Subroutine surfden 1596 - 1681 t, mtot, mdot

Double Precision Function rgfunc 1689 - 1704 rn 20

Subroutine modout 1712 - 1782

Subroutine get_solar 1790 - 1994

Subroutine isotope_histories 2009 - 2160 nz

Subroutine ratio_histories 2166 - 2610 nz, itype

Subroutine supernova_histories 2618 - 2761 nz 25

Subroutine kinematics 2766 - 2845 nz

Subroutine gdwarf_distribution 2853 - 2981 nz

Subroutine solar_distribution 2990 - 3065 nz

Subroutine radial_sums 3075 - 3280

Table 3 Code Table of Contents 
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Appendix C 

New Yields List Updates 

 

 The following is a complete recreation of all the changes that were made to the input lists 

in order to accommodate the new stellar yields. The lists with a magenta heading were the ones 

with values that were changed to reflect the new values, and the lists with a black heading 

remained unchanged during the integration of the new yields. 

List 33.1 - namnuc 

Isotope name 

namnuc:=List["h1","he3","he4","li7","c12","c13","n14","n15","o16","o17","o18","f19","

ne20","ne21","ne22","na23","mg24","mg25","mg26","al26","al27","si28","si29","si30","

p31","s32","s33","s34","s35","fe54","fe55","fe56","fe57","fe58","fe60","co59","ni58","n

i60","ni61","ni62","rem"]; 

List 33.2 - bigb 

Big Bang mass fraction 

bigb:=List[7.60*10-1,9.10*10-5,3.40*10-5,2.40*10-1,1.00*10-12,8.00*10-

10,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
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List 33.3 - nt1a 

Number of type1a 

(*nt1a:=List[6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6

,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6];*)nt1a=14; 

List 33.4 - mt1a 

Type1a yields 

h1y:=List[-0.483200000000,-0.558400000000,-0.627900000000,-0.684900000000,-

0.748800000000,-0.490800000000,-0.529800000000,-0.579000000000,-

0.623800000000,-0.684300000000,-0.549200000000,-0.584300000000,-

0.624700000000,-

0.684900000000];he3y:=List[0.000015890000,0.000018280000,0.000018790000,0.0000

21760000,0.000028000000,0.000004836000,0.000004827000,0.000005558000,0.000011

190000,0.000019920000,0.000003871000,0.000003671000,0.000006000000,0.00001579

0000];he4y:=List[0.468700000000,0.544600000000,0.612700000000,0.668400000000,0

.725100000000,0.457300000000,0.509600000000,0.563500000000,0.609800000000,0.6

61300000000,0.523900000000,0.569500000000,0.611900000000,0.664400000000];li7y:

=List[-

0.000000006037,0.000000011430,0.000000038050,0.000000089230,0.000000192800,-
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0.000000023460,-0.000000025100,-0.000000019900,0.000000032100,0.000000134800,-

0.000000011630,-0.000000012180,0.000000012490,0.000000123400];c12y:=List[-

0.013860000000,-0.014810000000,-0.016210000000,-0.017330000000,-

0.019210000000,-0.002226000000,-0.003712000000,-0.004490000000,-

0.005169000000,-0.005522000000,0.000334000000,-0.000886700000,-

0.001164000000,-

0.002674000000];c13y:=List[0.000550600000,0.000634200000,0.000786100000,0.0009

45900000,0.001171000000,0.000558300000,0.000458700000,0.000501400000,0.000513

200000,0.000732700000,0.000484800000,0.000352700000,0.000375800000,0.00045590

0000];n14y:=List[0.036680000000,0.038520000000,0.042580000000,0.046120000000,0

.054160000000,0.040880000000,0.030280000000,0.025880000000,0.025370000000,0.0

32580000000,0.028980000000,0.019840000000,0.017770000000,0.024340000000];n15

y:=List[-0.000023820000,-0.000025560000,-0.000026950000,-0.000027720000,-

0.000026130000,-0.000008058000,-0.000008888000,-0.000009539000,-

0.000009606000,-0.000008547000,-0.000003589000,-0.000004040000,-

0.000003940000,-0.000002177000];o16y:=List[-0.009816000000,-0.011470000000,-

0.013270000000,-0.014780000000,-0.014560000000,-0.007190000000,-

0.007595000000,-0.007126000000,-0.007248000000,-0.005924000000,-

0.005167000000,-0.004933000000,-0.004503000000,-

0.002138000000];o17y:=List[0.000101100000,0.000125900000,0.000173000000,0.0002

41600000,0.000301200000,0.000034750000,0.000048970000,0.000071110000,0.000098

660000,0.000124500000,0.000017930000,0.000029380000,0.000043930000,0.00006657

0000];o18y:=List[-0.000127800000,-0.000137600000,-0.000146700000,-
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0.000154200000,-0.000158400000,-0.000046740000,-0.000050510000,-

0.000054180000,-0.000057540000,-0.000059480000,-0.000023250000,-

0.000025130000,-0.000026820000,-0.000027910000];f19y:=List[-0.000001336000,-

0.000001767000,-0.000002461000,-0.000003064000,-0.000003338000,-

0.000000421000,-0.000000838300,-0.000001136000,-0.000001294000,-

0.000001355000,-0.000000348700,-0.000000516500,-0.000000628200,-

0.000000659600];ne20y:=List[-0.000025140000,-0.000027530000,-

0.000020840000,0.000001924000,0.000021520000,0.000002085000,0.000002668000,0.

000005876000,0.000029500000,0.000046940000,0.000019060000,0.000023230000,0.00

0037980000,0.000035950000];ne21y:=List[-0.000025590000,-0.000026980000,-

0.000028260000,-0.000029710000,-0.000031150000,-0.000009255000,-

0.000010240000,-0.000011000000,-0.000011620000,-0.000011960000,-

0.000004539000,-0.000005098000,-0.000005439000,-

0.000005787000];ne22y:=List[0.000573600000,0.000405600000,0.000539200000,0.000

447800000,0.000926200000,0.000909500000,0.000425100000,0.000263200000,0.00023

5100000,0.000455200000,0.000349400000,0.000174700000,0.000144200000,0.0002259

00000];na23y:=List[0.000199500000,0.000229100000,0.000247900000,0.00025270000

0,0.000263300000,0.000061460000,0.000058160000,0.000067420000,0.000054830000,

0.000061510000,0.000012340000,0.000007510000,0.000003455000,0.000020310000];

mg24y:=List[-0.000040260000,-0.000065220000,-0.000220200000,-0.000731200000,-

0.001296000000,-0.000252400000,-0.000451400000,-0.000598400000,-

0.001005000000,-0.001161000000,-0.000477000000,-0.000596100000,-

0.000653100000,-
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0.000644600000];mg25y:=List[0.000054540000,0.000092220000,0.000298800000,0.00

0881400000,0.001456000000,0.000364200000,0.000508600000,0.000656200000,0.0010

83000000,0.001267000000,0.000531100000,0.000622700000,0.000688700000,0.000686

400000];mg26y:=List[0.000205800000,0.000265200000,0.000409200000,0.0005709000

00,0.000567400000,0.000336900000,0.000204900000,0.000207600000,0.000244400000

,0.000300800000,0.000221100000,0.000127900000,0.000138100000,0.000132200000];

al26y:=List[0.000003064000,0.000004072000,0.000006165000,0.000009460000,0.0000

12050000,0.000013270000,0.000015100000,0.000013480000,0.000017890000,0.000015

040000,0.000028350000,0.000024930000,0.000019950000,0.000012480000];al27y:=Lis

t[0.000017990000,0.000013700000,0.000010410000,0.000010530000,0.000010790000,

0.000015400000,0.000009430000,0.000007898000,0.000009360000,0.000010230000,0.

000013300000,0.000010960000,0.000011400000,0.000009898000];si28y:=List[0.00001

3380000,0.000016730000,0.000021900000,0.000023370000,0.000020430000,0.0000286

70000,0.000019830000,0.000014010000,0.000013580000,0.000013720000,0.000014870

000,0.000010200000,0.000011130000,0.000009476000];si29y:=List[0.000002862000,0.

000003670000,0.000005766000,0.000007599000,0.000006760000,0.000005820000,0.00

0003799000,0.000003096000,0.000003160000,0.000003229000,0.000002944000,0.0000

01717000,0.000001548000,0.000001192000];si30y:=List[0.000005693000,0.000007028

000,0.000010970000,0.000015220000,0.000014730000,0.000009807000,0.00000627300

0,0.000005722000,0.000006349000,0.000007175000,0.000005329000,0.000003219000,

0.000003207000,0.000002772000];p31y:=List[0.000000887900,0.000001222000,0.0000

02115000,0.000003145000,0.000003126000,0.000001758000,0.000001130000,0.000001

186000,0.000001395000,0.000001697000,0.000001155000,0.000000710600,0.00000076
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4600,0.000000726100];s32y:=List[-0.000004810000,-0.000005451000,-

0.000007511000,-0.000009016000,-0.000007344000,-0.000006732000,-

0.000004186000,-0.000003480000,-0.000003577000,-0.000003799000,-

0.000003064000,-0.000001826000,-0.000001662000,-

0.000001398000];s33y:=List[0.000000197000,0.000000170600,0.000000152800,0.0000

00150400,0.000000161900,0.000000152600,0.000000096460,0.000000061880,0.000000

054520,0.000000069140,0.000000050180,0.000000030680,0.000000026030,0.00000002

7750];s34y:=List[-0.000004791000,-0.000005226000,-0.000006459000,-

0.000007326000,-0.000006744000,-0.000005720000,-0.000003632000,-

0.000002891000,-0.000002768000,-0.000002833000,-0.000002448000,-

0.000001498000,-0.000001295000,-

0.000001133000];s35y:=List[0.000005194000,0.000005681000,0.000007077000,0.0000

07992000,0.000007473000,0.000006275000,0.000003979000,0.000003180000,0.000003

079000,0.000003162000,0.000002712000,0.000001656000,0.000001446000,0.00000126

5000];fe54y:=List[-0.000003794000,-0.000003972000,-0.000004478000,-

0.000004676000,-0.000004744000,-0.000003430000,-0.000002344000,-

0.000001897000,-0.000001809000,-0.000001904000,-0.000001421000,-

0.000000973000,-0.000000866800,-

0.000000855100];fe55y:=List[0.000001175000,0.000001354000,0.000001564000,0.000

001714000,0.000002091000,0.000000442000,0.000000526300,0.000000611300,0.00000

0684600,0.000000828900,0.000000263900,0.000000317000,0.000000356600,0.0000004

30200];fe56y:=List[-0.000031250000,-0.000033670000,-0.000041350000,-

0.000045530000,-0.000041440000,-0.000038570000,-0.000023950000,-
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0.000018450000,-0.000017300000,-0.000017200000,-0.000016100000,-

0.000009526000,-0.000007993000,-

0.000006706000];fe57y:=List[0.000006703000,0.000005714000,0.000004519000,0.000

003394000,0.000003808000,0.000004053000,0.000002745000,0.000001735000,0.00000

1305000,0.000001341000,0.000001207000,0.000000846700,0.000000628500,0.0000007

44300];fe58y:=List[0.000015820000,0.000015470000,0.000015280000,0.000012550000

,0.000009907000,0.000016740000,0.000010110000,0.000006142000,0.000004456000,0.

000003180000,0.000005469000,0.000002974000,0.000001859000,0.000001311000];fe6

0y:=List[0.000002817000,0.000004423000,0.000009088000,0.000014190000,0.0000136

50000,0.000006504000,0.000004285000,0.000004382000,0.000005340000,0.000006021

000,0.000003697000,0.000002386000,0.000002438000,0.000002021000];co59y:=List[0

.000004686000,0.000005249000,0.000006392000,0.000006363000,0.000005256000,0.0

00006020000,0.000003734000,0.000002569000,0.000002198000,0.000001752000,0.000

002169000,0.000001264000,0.000000919000,0.000000643700];ni58y:=List[-

0.000002402000,-0.000002407000,-0.000002619000,-0.000002707000,-

0.000002598000,-0.000002351000,-0.000001512000,-0.000001131000,-

0.000001036000,-0.000001048000,-0.000000927100,-0.000000578300,-

0.000000481600,-

0.000000447900];ni60y:=List[0.000001029000,0.000001049000,0.000001173000,0.000

000865000,0.000000491100,0.000001556000,0.000000875100,0.000000516300,0.00000

0320200,0.000000108800,0.000000536600,0.000000252700,0.000000116200,0.0000000

49750];ni61y:=List[0.000025780000,0.000029080000,0.000034820000,0.000040310000

,0.000040820000,0.000018440000,0.000014610000,0.000014870000,0.000015800000,0.
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000017380000,0.000009672000,0.000007438000,0.000007625000,0.000007537000];ni6

2y:=List[-0.000019200000,-0.000020650000,-0.000022050000,-0.000023380000,-

0.000024750000,-0.000007053000,-0.000007630000,-0.000008192000,-

0.000008721000,-0.000009253000,-0.000003495000,-0.000003777000,-

0.000004036000,-

0.000004310000];remy:=List[0.000000724400,0.000000969900,0.000001510000,0.0000

02115000,0.000002111000,0.000001077000,0.000000695600,0.000000762300,0.000000

904700,0.000001111000,0.000000714600,0.000000450100,0.000000503600,0.00000049

2400]; 

mt1a:=List[h1y,he3y,he4y,li7y,c12y,c13y,n14y,n15y,o16y,o17y,o18y,f19y,ne20y,ne21y,

ne22y,na23y,mg24y,mg25y,mg26y,al26y,al27y,si28y,si29y,si30y,p31y,s32y,s33y,s34y,s

35y,fe54y,fe55y,fe56y,fe57y,fe58y,fe60y,co59y,ni58y,ni60y,ni61y,ni62y,remy]; 

List 33.5 - nnova 

Number of nova 

(*nnova:=List[3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3

,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3];*)nnova=0; 

List 33.6 - mnova 

Nova yields 
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mnova=0 

List 33.7 - metnuc 

Number of metallicities per isotope 

(*metnuc:=List[5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,

5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5];*)metnuc=1

4; 

List 33.8 - zzznuc 

Metallicity value per isotope 

zzz:=List[0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.008,0.008,0.008,0.008,0.008,0.004,0.004,0.004,0.00

4];zzznuc:=List[zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zz

z,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz,zzz]; 

List 33.9 - kend 

Number of mass points 

(*nmp:=List[25,25,25,25,25];kend:=List[nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,n

mp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp

,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,n
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mp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp

,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,nmp,n

mp];*)kend=25 

List 33.10 - masnuc 

Mass of metal per isotope 

masses:=List[7.00*10-

1,1,1.5,1.75,2,2.5,3,4,5,6,7,8,1.00*101,1.11*101,1.21*101,1.31*101,1.51*101,1.81*101,1.9

0*101,2.01*101,2.21*101,2.51*101,3.02*101,3.52*101,4.02*101];masslist:=List[masses,m

asses,masses,masses,masses];masnuc:=List[masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,m

asslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,mass

list,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist

,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,m

asslist,masslist,masslist,masslist,masslist]; 

List 33.11 - isonuc 

Yield of metal per isotope 

h1my1:=List[-0.492700000000,-0.568200000000,-0.637500000000,-0.694800000000,-

0.757700000000];h1my2:=List[-0.498500000000,-0.536400000000,-0.586700000000,-

0.630700000000,-0.691200000000];h1my3:=List[-0.555700000000,-0.589600000000,-
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0.630900000000,-

0.694300000000];he3my1:=List[0.000015870000,0.000018260000,0.000018780000,0.0

00021740000,0.000027980000];he3my2:=List[0.000004836000,0.000004827000,0.0000

05558000,0.000011190000,0.000019920000];he3my3:=List[0.000003871000,0.0000036

71000,0.000006000000,0.000015790000];he4my1:=List[0.473600000000,0.5492000000

00,0.617200000000,0.672800000000,0.729100000000];he4my2:=List[0.461200000000,

0.512800000000,0.567500000000,0.612800000000,0.664000000000];he4my3:=List[0.5

27200000000,0.571900000000,0.614500000000,0.668500000000];li7my1:=List[-

0.000000006088,0.000000011400,0.000000038040,0.000000089200,0.000000192700];li

7my2:=List[-0.000000023460,-0.000000025100,-

0.000000019900,0.000000032100,0.000000134800];li7my3:=List[-0.000000011630,-

0.000000012170,0.000000012490,0.000000123400];c12my1:=List[-0.009659000000,-

0.009928000000,-0.011500000000,-0.012260000000,-

0.014740000000];c12my2:=List[0.001377000000,-0.000549500000,-0.001030000000,-

0.001689000000,-

0.001751000000];c12my3:=List[0.003297000000,0.001847000000,0.002076000000,0.0

02264000000];c13my1:=List[0.000548200000,0.000631500000,0.000782800000,0.0009

41900000,0.001168000000];c13my2:=List[0.000556200000,0.000457000000,0.0004989

00000,0.000510900000,0.000730600000];c13my3:=List[0.000482800000,0.0003528000

00,0.000374200000,0.000454400000];n14my1:=List[0.036570000000,0.038400000000,

0.042450000000,0.045980000000,0.054020000000];n14my2:=List[0.040770000000,0.0

30210000000,0.025810000000,0.025300000000,0.032510000000];n14my3:=List[0.0289

10000000,0.019800000000,0.017730000000,0.024260000000];n15my1:=List[-
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0.000023830000,-0.000025570000,-0.000026960000,-0.000027730000,-

0.000026140000];n15my2:=List[-0.000008060000,-0.000008889000,-0.000009540000,-

0.000009606000,-0.000008549000];n15my3:=List[-0.000003590000,-0.000004040000,-

0.000003941000,-0.000002181000];o16my1:=List[-0.009804000000,-0.011390000000,-

0.013190000000,-0.014660000000,-0.014460000000];o16my2:=List[-0.007098000000,-

0.007502000000,-0.007034000000,-0.007102000000,-0.005710000000];o16my3:=List[-

0.005069000000,-0.004812000000,-0.004329000000,-

0.001891000000];o17my1:=List[0.000100900000,0.000125600000,0.000172600000,0.0

00241000000,0.000300500000];o17my2:=List[0.000034670000,0.000048900000,0.0000

71000000,0.000098510000,0.000124300000];o17my3:=List[0.000017900000,0.0000293

40000,0.000043880000,0.000066430000];o18my1:=List[-0.000127800000,-

0.000137600000,-0.000146700000,-0.000154200000,-0.000158400000];o18my2:=List[-

0.000046740000,-0.000050510000,-0.000054180000,-0.000057530000,-

0.000059480000];o18my3:=List[-0.000023250000,-0.000025120000,-0.000026820000,-

0.000027910000];f19my1:=List[-0.000000636900,-0.000001087000,-0.000002118000,-

0.000002882000,-0.000003166000];f19my2:=List[-0.000000077510,-0.000000595000,-

0.000000991200,-0.000001227000,-0.000001323000];f19my3:=List[-0.000000207000,-

0.000000432500,-0.000000589500,-0.000000601700];ne20my1:=List[-

0.000023290000,-0.000025310000,-

0.000015500000,0.000011870000,0.000040710000];ne20my2:=List[0.000005833000,0.

000005976000,0.000009592000,0.000037960000,0.000064280000];ne20my3:=List[0.00

0022940000,0.000028560000,0.000048690000,0.000051310000];ne21my1:=List[-

0.000024800000,-0.000026290000,-0.000027040000,-0.000028420000,-
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0.000029960000];ne21my2:=List[-0.000008741000,-0.000009838000,-

0.000010440000,-0.000011120000,-0.000011510000];ne21my3:=List[-

0.000004144000,-0.000004795000,-0.000005055000,-

0.000005394000];ne22my1:=List[0.000802400000,0.000614300000,0.000630000000,0.

000483900000,0.000949300000];ne22my2:=List[0.001038000000,0.000502300000,0.00

0317800000,0.000254200000,0.000458600000];ne22my3:=List[0.000408100000,0.0002

01500000,0.000153700000,0.000239400000];na23my1:=List[0.000201600000,0.000230

300000,0.000249900000,0.000254900000,0.000264900000];na23my2:=List[0.00006342

0000,0.000059330000,0.000068870000,0.000056220000,0.000062760000];na23my3:=L

ist[0.000013800000,0.000008316000,0.000004380000,0.000021360000];mg24my1:=Lis

t[-0.000047080000,-0.000072540000,-0.000223300000,-0.000728500000,-

0.001288000000];mg24my2:=List[-0.000253400000,-0.000451900000,-

0.000598100000,-0.001002000000,-0.001154000000];mg24my3:=List[-

0.000476200000,-0.000595000000,-0.000650400000,-

0.000641000000];mg25my1:=List[0.000116800000,0.000150900000,0.000404600000,0.

001009000000,0.001572000000];mg25my2:=List[0.000403000000,0.000539100000,0.0

00698400000,0.001131000000,0.001316000000];mg25my3:=List[0.000558500000,0.00

0643100000,0.000716300000,0.000719600000];mg26my1:=List[0.000330400000,0.000

379500000,0.000663400000,0.000893700000,0.000867800000];mg26my2:=List[0.0004

38100000,0.000283700000,0.000321800000,0.000385200000,0.000446200000];mg26m

y3:=List[0.000308700000,0.000193500000,0.000227400000,0.000233300000];al26my1:

=List[0.000003056000,0.000004061000,0.000006148000,0.000009433000,0.000012020

000];al26my2:=List[0.000013240000,0.000015070000,0.000013440000,0.00001784000
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0,0.000015000000];al26my3:=List[0.000028290000,0.000024880000,0.000019910000,0

.000012430000];al27my1:=List[0.000023910000,0.000018600000,0.000016160000,0.00

0015570000,0.000014840000];al27my2:=List[0.000018180000,0.000011240000,0.0000

09598000,0.000011310000,0.000012290000];al27my3:=List[0.000014910000,0.000011

930000,0.000012740000,0.000011190000];si28my1:=List[0.000017140000,0.00002306

0000,0.000029260000,0.000032620000,0.000029150000];si28my2:=List[0.0000312300

00,0.000022260000,0.000017190000,0.000016750000,0.000016880000];si28my3:=List[

0.000016940000,0.000011790000,0.000012930000,0.000011520000];si29my1:=List[0.0

00004392000,0.000005511000,0.000008780000,0.000011730000,0.000010630000];si29

my2:=List[0.000006650000,0.000004597000,0.000004353000,0.000004503000,0.00000

4665000];si29my3:=List[0.000003566000,0.000002242000,0.000002235000,0.0000020

69000];si30my1:=List[0.000009183000,0.000010640000,0.000017510000,0.000024060

000,0.000022570000];si30my2:=List[0.000011680000,0.000007960000,0.00000848900

0,0.000009460000,0.000010440000];si30my3:=List[0.000006682000,0.000004363000,0

.000004809000,0.000004846000];p31my1:=List[0.000001497000,0.000001849000,0.00

0003478000,0.000005038000,0.000004790000];p31my2:=List[0.000002207000,0.00000

1520000,0.000001837000,0.000002184000,0.000002504000];p31my3:=List[0.00000153

0000,0.000001020000,0.000001203000,0.000001268000];s32my1:=List[-

0.000007587000,-0.000008170000,-0.000011690000,-0.000013920000,-

0.000011690000];s32my2:=List[-0.000007948000,-0.000005226000,-0.000004944000,-

0.000005010000,-0.000005264000];s32my3:=List[-0.000003687000,-0.000002337000,-

0.000002311000,-

0.000002359000];s33my1:=List[0.000000246400,0.000000222300,0.000000193100,0.0
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00000211700,0.000000209400];s33my2:=List[0.000000162200,0.000000105200,0.0000

00071580,0.000000070560,0.000000099530];s33my3:=List[0.000000054230,0.0000000

34420,0.000000034940,0.000000042620];s34my1:=List[-0.000007020000,-

0.000007473000,-0.000009281000,-0.000010420000,-0.000009472000];s34my2:=List[-

0.000006566000,-0.000004357000,-0.000003818000,-0.000003619000,-

0.000003683000];s34my3:=List[-0.000002836000,-0.000001821000,-0.000001672000,-

0.000001712000];s35my1:=List[0.000007646000,0.000008148000,0.000010240000,0.0

00011490000,0.000010570000];s35my2:=List[0.000007223000,0.000004792000,0.0000

04233000,0.000004064000,0.000004150000];s35my3:=List[0.000003162000,0.0000020

29000,0.000001893000,0.000001933000];fe54my1:=List[-0.000004980000,-

0.000005203000,-0.000005727000,-0.000005976000,-0.000005913000];fe54my2:=List[-

0.000003809000,-0.000002669000,-0.000002284000,-0.000002155000,-

0.000002248000];fe54my3:=List[-0.000001582000,-0.000001108000,-0.000001020000,-

0.000001089000];fe55my1:=List[0.000001190000,0.000001375000,0.000001562000,0.0

00001710000,0.000002088000];fe55my2:=List[0.000000441700,0.000000525900,0.000

000610200,0.000000683400,0.000000827600];fe55my3:=List[0.000000263500,0.00000

0316500,0.000000356100,0.000000429200];fe56my1:=List[-0.000046690000,-

0.000049190000,-0.000060430000,-0.000066100000,-0.000059740000];fe56my2:=List[-

0.000044260000,-0.000028840000,-0.000024590000,-0.000022900000,-

0.000022780000];fe56my3:=List[-0.000018670000,-0.000011670000,-0.000010470000,-

0.000010490000];fe57my1:=List[0.000007779000,0.000007005000,0.000004583000,0.0

00003187000,0.000003718000];fe57my2:=List[0.000004095000,0.000002787000,0.000

001661000,0.000001205000,0.000001235000];fe57my3:=List[0.000001170000,0.00000
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0820100,0.000000579300,0.000000676200];fe58my1:=List[0.000022530000,0.0000225

10000,0.000019880000,0.000015850000,0.000013350000];fe58my2:=List[0.000018190

000,0.000011380000,0.000007052000,0.000004976000,0.000003635000];fe58my3:=Lis

t[0.000005796000,0.000003270000,0.000002038000,0.000001655000];fe60my1:=List[0

.000005753000,0.000006828000,0.000016240000,0.000023330000,0.000021590000];fe

60my2:=List[0.000008287000,0.000005821000,0.000006979000,0.000007698000,0.000

008416000];fe60my3:=List[0.000004675000,0.000003190000,0.000003424000,0.00000

3588000];co59my1:=List[0.000007261000,0.000007723000,0.000008966000,0.0000083

96000,0.000005829000];co59my2:=List[0.000006741000,0.000004366000,0.000003133

000,0.000002559000,0.000002100000];co59my3:=List[0.000002366000,0.00000144100

0,0.000001048000,0.000000887700];ni58my1:=List[-0.000003256000,-

0.000003296000,-0.000003509000,-0.000003632000,-0.000003431000];ni58my2:=List[-

0.000002621000,-0.000001744000,-0.000001407000,-0.000001283000,-

0.000001294000];ni58my3:=List[-0.000001042000,-0.000000674100,-0.000000590400,-

0.000000614800];ni60my1:=List[0.000001198000,0.000001691000,0.000000946600,0.0

00000514300,0.000000160500];ni60my2:=List[0.000001524000,0.000000861500,0.000

000439400,0.000000229600,0.000000018580];ni60my3:=List[0.000000517200,0.00000

0231100,0.000000091630,-

0.000000002354];ni61my1:=List[0.000030390000,0.000033830000,0.000042680000,0.0

00050210000,0.000049040000];ni61my2:=List[0.000021060000,0.000016820000,0.000

018110000,0.000019320000,0.000020970000];ni61my3:=List[0.000011240000,0.00000

8714000,0.000009348000,0.000009982000];ni62my1:=List[-0.000019200000,-

0.000020650000,-0.000022050000,-0.000023380000,-0.000024750000];ni62my2:=List[-
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0.000007053000,-0.000007630000,-0.000008192000,-0.000008720000,-

0.000009253000];ni62my3:=List[-0.000003495000,-0.000003777000,-0.000004036000,-

0.000004310000];remmy1:=List[0.000001111000,0.000001355000,0.000002376000,0.0

00003237000,0.000003192000];remmy2:=List[0.000001409000,0.000000970800,0.0000

01139000,0.000001407000,0.000001628000];remmy3:=List[0.000000970500,0.0000006

62900,0.000000795100,0.000000835500]; 

h1my:=List[h1my1,h1my2,h1my3]; 

he3my:=List[he3my1,he3my2,he3my3]; 

he4my:=List[he4my1,he4my2,he4my3]; 

li7my:=List[li7my1,li7my2,li7my3]; 

c12my:=List[c12my1,c12my2,c12my3]; 

c13my:=List[c13my1,c13my2,c13my3]; 

n14my:=List[n14my1,n14my2,n14my3]; 

n15my:=List[n15my1,n15my2,n15my3]; 

o16my:=List[o16my1,o16my2,o16my3]; 

o17my:=List[o17my1,o17my2,o17my3]; 

o18my:=List[o18my1,o18my2,o18my3]; 

f19my:=List[f19my1,f19my2,f19my3]; 

ne20my:=List[ne20my1,ne20my2,ne20my3]; 

ne21my:=List[ne21my1,ne21my2,ne21my3]; 

ne22my:=List[ne22my1,ne22my2,ne22my3]; 

na23my:=List[na23my1,na23my2,na23my3]; 

mg24my:=List[mg24my1,mg24my2,mg24my3]; 
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mg25my:=List[mg25my1,mg25my2,mg25my3]; 

mg26my:=List[mg26my1,mg26my2,mg26my3]; 

al26my:=List[al26my1,al26my2,al26my3]; 

al27my:=List[al27my1,al27my2,al27my3]; 

si28my:=List[si28my1,si28my2,si28my3]; 

si29my:=List[si29my1,si29my2,si29my3]; 

si30my:=List[si30my1,si30my2,si30my3]; 

p31my:=List[p31my1,p31my2,p31my3]; 

s32my:=List[s32my1,s32my2,s32my3]; 

s33my:=List[s33my1,s33my2,s33my3]; 

s34my:=List[s34my1,s34my2,s34my3]; 

s35my:=List[s35my1,s35my2,s35my3]; 

fe54my:=List[fe54my1,fe54my2,fe54my3];fe55my:=List[fe55my1,fe55y2,fe55my3]; 

fe56my:=List[fe56my1,fe56my2,fe56my3]; 

fe57my:=List[fe57my1,fe57my2,fe57my3]; 

fe58my:=List[fe58my1,fe58my2,fe58my3]; 

fe60my:=List[fe60my1,fe60my2,fe60my3]; 

co59my:=List[co59my1,co59my2,co59my3]; 

ni58my:=List[ni58my1,ni58my2,ni58my3]; 

ni60my:=List[ni60my1,ni60my2,ni60my3]; 

ni61my:=List[ni61my1,ni61my2,ni61my3]; 

ni62my:=List[ni62my1,ni62my2,ni62my3]; 
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remmy:=List[remmy1,remmy2,remmy3];isonuc:=List[h1my,he3my,he4my,li7my,c12my,c13my

,n14my,n15my,o16my,o17my,o18my,f19my,ne20my,ne21my,ne22my,na23my,mg24my,mg25m

y,mg26my,al26my,al27my,si28my,si29my,si30my,p31my,s32my,s33my,s34my,s35my,fe54my,f

e55my,fe56my,fe57my,fe58my,fe60my,co59my,ni58my,ni60my,ni61my,ni62my,remmy]; 
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Appendix D 

Processed Outputs 

 

 These are the 

processed data outputted 

from the Mathematica code, 

Table 4 being the  new yield 

outputs, and Table 5 being 

the original yield outputs. 

The Mathematica code 

outputs the data in a long, not 

deliminated list, so in order 

to fully understand the 

outputs, the values were 

imported into excel, and 

subsequently arranged into 

the tidy tables presented in 

this section. 

  

time z [fe/h] he3/h n(li) [c/fe] [n/fe] [o/fe] [f/o] [ne/fe] [na/fe] [al/fe] [mg/fe] [na/mg] [al/mg] [si/fe] [p/fe] [s/fe] [co/fe] [ni/fe] delta y delydlz dydz

0.01 0.00 -4.34 0.00 2.18 0.08 -1.96 0.42 -0.33 0.48 -0.17 -0.39 0.21 -0.37 -0.60 -0.09 -0.88 -0.27 -0.15 0.23 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.77 0.00 2.18 -0.04 -2.06 0.32 -0.30 0.40 -0.23 -0.47 0.13 -0.36 -0.59 -0.03 -0.84 -0.16 -0.20 0.16 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.39 0.00 2.18 -0.09 -2.11 0.27 -0.27 0.36 -0.25 -0.50 0.09 -0.35 -0.59 0.01 -0.80 -0.10 -0.23 0.13 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.25 0.00 2.19 -0.10 -2.13 0.26 -0.27 0.36 -0.26 -0.50 0.09 -0.35 -0.59 0.02 -0.79 -0.09 -0.23 0.12 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.13 0.00 2.19 -0.10 -2.15 0.27 -0.27 0.36 -0.25 -0.48 0.10 -0.36 -0.58 0.03 -0.77 -0.08 -0.24 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.04 0.00 2.19 -0.10 -2.17 0.29 -0.28 0.37 -0.25 -0.44 0.13 -0.38 -0.57 0.06 -0.72 -0.06 -0.26 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.97 0.00 2.19 -0.09 -2.22 0.31 -0.31 0.37 -0.25 -0.38 0.17 -0.42 -0.55 0.09 -0.65 -0.03 -0.28 0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.90 0.00 2.19 -0.09 -2.29 0.34 -0.34 0.36 -0.26 -0.33 0.20 -0.46 -0.53 0.15 -0.56 0.01 -0.31 0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.85 0.00 2.19 -0.08 -2.34 0.35 -0.38 0.35 -0.28 -0.30 0.22 -0.50 -0.52 0.19 -0.49 0.05 -0.33 0.00 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.80 0.00 2.19 -0.08 -2.40 0.36 -0.42 0.33 -0.31 -0.28 0.23 -0.54 -0.51 0.23 -0.44 0.09 -0.35 -0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.74 0.00 2.19 -0.09 -2.45 0.36 -0.46 0.31 -0.35 -0.27 0.23 -0.58 -0.49 0.26 -0.39 0.12 -0.36 -0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.68 0.00 2.19 -0.09 -2.51 0.36 -0.48 0.28 -0.38 -0.26 0.22 -0.60 -0.48 0.28 -0.36 0.14 -0.37 -0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.59 0.00 2.19 -0.11 -2.57 0.35 -0.51 0.24 -0.42 -0.27 0.21 -0.63 -0.47 0.29 -0.33 0.16 -0.38 -0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.01 -2.51 0.00 2.19 -0.12 -2.62 0.34 -0.53 0.21 -0.46 -0.27 0.19 -0.65 -0.46 0.30 -0.32 0.17 -0.38 -0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.01 -2.41 0.00 2.20 -0.13 -2.65 0.33 -0.55 0.18 -0.49 -0.27 0.18 -0.67 -0.45 0.32 -0.30 0.19 -0.40 -0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.03 0.01 -2.32 0.00 2.20 -0.13 -2.64 0.32 -0.57 0.15 -0.52 -0.28 0.17 -0.69 -0.45 0.33 -0.28 0.21 -0.43 -0.12 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.03 0.01 -2.23 0.00 2.20 -0.13 -2.60 0.31 -0.58 0.13 -0.54 -0.28 0.16 -0.70 -0.44 0.34 -0.26 0.23 -0.46 -0.15 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.03 0.01 -2.15 0.00 2.20 -0.13 -2.55 0.30 -0.59 0.11 -0.55 -0.29 0.14 -0.70 -0.43 0.35 -0.25 0.24 -0.48 -0.17 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.04 0.01 -2.06 0.00 2.20 -0.14 -2.45 0.29 -0.60 0.09 -0.57 -0.30 0.12 -0.69 -0.43 0.35 -0.24 0.25 -0.50 -0.19 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.04 0.02 -1.96 0.00 2.21 -0.15 -2.29 0.27 -0.61 0.05 -0.60 -0.32 0.09 -0.69 -0.42 0.35 -0.24 0.25 -0.50 -0.19 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.04 0.02 -1.88 0.00 2.21 -0.16 -2.09 0.25 -0.61 0.03 -0.62 -0.34 0.07 -0.69 -0.41 0.34 -0.25 0.25 -0.49 -0.19 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.05 0.02 -1.82 0.00 2.21 -0.18 -1.90 0.23 -0.61 0.00 -0.64 -0.36 0.05 -0.69 -0.41 0.32 -0.26 0.23 -0.48 -0.17 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.05 0.02 -1.76 0.00 2.22 -0.19 -1.71 0.21 -0.62 -0.02 -0.66 -0.37 0.03 -0.69 -0.40 0.31 -0.27 0.22 -0.46 -0.16 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.05 0.03 -1.71 0.00 2.22 -0.20 -1.52 0.20 -0.62 -0.04 -0.68 -0.39 0.01 -0.68 -0.40 0.30 -0.28 0.21 -0.45 -0.16 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.06 0.03 -1.66 0.00 2.22 -0.20 -1.34 0.19 -0.62 -0.06 -0.69 -0.40 -0.01 -0.68 -0.39 0.28 -0.29 0.19 -0.43 -0.15 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.06 0.03 -1.61 0.00 2.23 -0.21 -1.17 0.18 -0.61 -0.07 -0.70 -0.41 -0.02 -0.68 -0.39 0.27 -0.30 0.18 -0.42 -0.14 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.06 0.03 -1.57 0.00 2.23 -0.21 -1.04 0.17 -0.61 -0.08 -0.71 -0.41 -0.03 -0.68 -0.38 0.27 -0.30 0.17 -0.41 -0.13 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.07 0.04 -1.53 0.00 2.24 -0.21 -0.93 0.16 -0.61 -0.09 -0.71 -0.41 -0.04 -0.67 -0.38 0.26 -0.30 0.17 -0.40 -0.13 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.07 0.04 -1.50 0.00 2.24 -0.21 -0.85 0.15 -0.60 -0.10 -0.71 -0.42 -0.04 -0.67 -0.37 0.25 -0.31 0.16 -0.40 -0.12 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.07 0.04 -1.47 0.00 2.24 -0.21 -0.78 0.15 -0.60 -0.10 -0.71 -0.42 -0.05 -0.67 -0.37 0.25 -0.31 0.16 -0.39 -0.12 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.08 0.04 -1.45 0.00 2.25 -0.21 -0.73 0.15 -0.60 -0.11 -0.71 -0.42 -0.05 -0.66 -0.37 0.25 -0.31 0.15 -0.39 -0.12 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.08 0.05 -1.41 0.00 2.25 -0.21 -0.64 0.14 -0.59 -0.11 -0.71 -0.42 -0.06 -0.66 -0.36 0.24 -0.31 0.15 -0.38 -0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.09 0.05 -1.35 0.00 2.26 -0.20 -0.54 0.14 -0.57 -0.12 -0.71 -0.41 -0.06 -0.64 -0.35 0.23 -0.31 0.14 -0.37 -0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.10 0.06 -1.31 0.00 2.27 -0.19 -0.47 0.13 -0.56 -0.12 -0.70 -0.41 -0.07 -0.63 -0.34 0.23 -0.31 0.14 -0.36 -0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.10 0.06 -1.27 0.00 2.27 -0.19 -0.41 0.13 -0.55 -0.13 -0.70 -0.40 -0.07 -0.63 -0.33 0.22 -0.31 0.13 -0.35 -0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.11 0.07 -1.24 0.00 2.28 -0.18 -0.37 0.12 -0.54 -0.13 -0.69 -0.40 -0.08 -0.62 -0.33 0.22 -0.31 0.13 -0.34 -0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.12 0.07 -1.20 0.00 2.29 -0.18 -0.32 0.12 -0.52 -0.13 -0.69 -0.40 -0.08 -0.61 -0.32 0.21 -0.31 0.12 -0.34 -0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.12 0.08 -1.17 0.00 2.30 -0.17 -0.28 0.12 -0.51 -0.14 -0.68 -0.39 -0.08 -0.60 -0.31 0.21 -0.31 0.12 -0.33 -0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.13 0.08 -1.13 0.00 2.30 -0.16 -0.23 0.11 -0.49 -0.14 -0.67 -0.38 -0.08 -0.59 -0.30 0.20 -0.30 0.11 -0.32 -0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.15 0.10 -1.08 0.00 2.32 -0.15 -0.18 0.11 -0.46 -0.14 -0.66 -0.37 -0.09 -0.57 -0.29 0.19 -0.30 0.10 -0.30 -0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.16 0.11 -1.03 0.00 2.33 -0.14 -0.14 0.10 -0.44 -0.15 -0.65 -0.37 -0.09 -0.56 -0.27 0.18 -0.30 0.09 -0.29 -0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.17 0.11 -1.00 0.00 2.34 -0.13 -0.11 0.10 -0.42 -0.15 -0.64 -0.36 -0.09 -0.54 -0.26 0.18 -0.29 0.09 -0.28 -0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.19 0.12 -0.96 0.00 2.35 -0.12 -0.08 0.09 -0.40 -0.15 -0.63 -0.35 -0.10 -0.53 -0.25 0.17 -0.29 0.08 -0.27 -0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.20 0.13 -0.93 0.00 2.36 -0.12 -0.06 0.09 -0.39 -0.15 -0.62 -0.34 -0.10 -0.52 -0.24 0.17 -0.29 0.08 -0.26 -0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.21 0.14 -0.90 0.00 2.38 -0.10 -0.03 0.09 -0.37 -0.15 -0.61 -0.33 -0.10 -0.51 -0.23 0.16 -0.28 0.07 -0.25 -0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.24 0.16 -0.86 0.00 2.39 -0.09 -0.01 0.08 -0.36 -0.15 -0.59 -0.32 -0.10 -0.49 -0.22 0.16 -0.27 0.07 -0.24 -0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.26 0.17 -0.82 0.00 2.41 -0.07 0.02 0.08 -0.34 -0.15 -0.57 -0.31 -0.10 -0.47 -0.21 0.16 -0.26 0.06 -0.23 -0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.29 0.19 -0.78 0.00 2.43 -0.06 0.05 0.08 -0.33 -0.15 -0.55 -0.29 -0.10 -0.45 -0.19 0.16 -0.24 0.06 -0.22 0.00 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.32 0.21 -0.74 0.00 2.45 -0.04 0.07 0.08 -0.32 -0.15 -0.53 -0.28 -0.10 -0.43 -0.18 0.16 -0.23 0.06 -0.21 0.00 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.35 0.23 -0.71 0.00 2.46 -0.03 0.08 0.08 -0.31 -0.15 -0.51 -0.26 -0.10 -0.42 -0.17 0.16 -0.22 0.06 -0.20 0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.39 0.24 -0.68 0.00 2.48 -0.02 0.10 0.08 -0.31 -0.15 -0.49 -0.25 -0.10 -0.40 -0.15 0.16 -0.20 0.06 -0.20 0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.41 0.26 -0.66 0.00 2.49 -0.01 0.11 0.08 -0.30 -0.15 -0.48 -0.24 -0.09 -0.39 -0.14 0.16 -0.19 0.06 -0.19 0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.44 0.27 -0.64 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.12 0.08 -0.29 -0.14 -0.47 -0.23 -0.09 -0.37 -0.14 0.16 -0.18 0.06 -0.18 0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.47 0.29 -0.62 0.00 2.51 0.01 0.13 0.08 -0.29 -0.14 -0.45 -0.22 -0.09 -0.36 -0.13 0.16 -0.16 0.07 -0.18 0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.52 0.31 -0.59 0.00 2.53 0.02 0.14 0.08 -0.28 -0.14 -0.43 -0.20 -0.09 -0.34 -0.11 0.16 -0.15 0.07 -0.17 0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.57 0.33 -0.56 0.00 2.55 0.04 0.15 0.08 -0.27 -0.14 -0.41 -0.19 -0.09 -0.32 -0.10 0.16 -0.13 0.07 -0.16 0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.63 0.35 -0.54 0.00 2.56 0.05 0.16 0.09 -0.27 -0.14 -0.39 -0.17 -0.09 -0.31 -0.09 0.17 -0.11 0.07 -0.15 0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.68 0.37 -0.51 0.00 2.58 0.05 0.17 0.09 -0.26 -0.13 -0.37 -0.16 -0.08 -0.29 -0.07 0.17 -0.10 0.07 -0.15 0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.74 0.39 -0.49 0.00 2.59 0.06 0.18 0.09 -0.25 -0.13 -0.36 -0.14 -0.08 -0.27 -0.06 0.17 -0.09 0.08 -0.14 0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.80 0.41 -0.47 0.00 2.61 0.07 0.19 0.09 -0.25 -0.13 -0.34 -0.13 -0.08 -0.26 -0.05 0.17 -0.07 0.08 -0.13 0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.87 0.43 -0.46 0.00 2.62 0.08 0.19 0.09 -0.24 -0.13 -0.33 -0.12 -0.08 -0.25 -0.04 0.17 -0.06 0.08 -0.13 0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.94 0.45 -0.44 0.00 2.63 0.08 0.20 0.09 -0.24 -0.13 -0.31 -0.11 -0.08 -0.23 -0.03 0.17 -0.05 0.08 -0.12 0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.01 0.47 -0.42 0.00 2.65 0.09 0.20 0.09 -0.23 -0.13 -0.30 -0.10 -0.08 -0.22 -0.02 0.18 -0.03 0.08 -0.11 0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.09 0.49 -0.40 0.00 2.66 0.09 0.21 0.09 -0.22 -0.13 -0.28 -0.08 -0.08 -0.21 -0.01 0.18 -0.02 0.08 -0.10 0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.17 0.50 -0.39 0.00 2.67 0.09 0.21 0.08 -0.22 -0.12 -0.27 -0.07 -0.07 -0.19 0.00 0.18 -0.01 0.08 -0.10 0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.26 0.52 -0.37 0.00 2.68 0.10 0.21 0.08 -0.21 -0.12 -0.26 -0.06 -0.07 -0.18 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.09 -0.09 0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.35 0.54 -0.36 0.00 2.69 0.10 0.22 0.08 -0.21 -0.12 -0.25 -0.06 -0.07 -0.17 0.02 0.18 0.01 0.09 -0.09 0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.45 0.56 -0.35 0.00 2.70 0.10 0.22 0.08 -0.20 -0.12 -0.23 -0.05 -0.07 -0.16 0.03 0.18 0.02 0.09 -0.08 0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.55 0.57 -0.33 0.00 2.71 0.10 0.22 0.08 -0.20 -0.12 -0.22 -0.04 -0.07 -0.15 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.09 -0.08 0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.66 0.59 -0.32 0.00 2.72 0.10 0.22 0.08 -0.19 -0.12 -0.21 -0.03 -0.07 -0.14 0.04 0.18 0.04 0.09 -0.07 0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.78 0.61 -0.31 0.00 2.73 0.10 0.22 0.08 -0.19 -0.12 -0.21 -0.02 -0.07 -0.13 0.05 0.18 0.05 0.09 -0.07 0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.90 0.62 -0.29 0.00 2.74 0.10 0.22 0.08 -0.18 -0.12 -0.20 -0.02 -0.07 -0.12 0.06 0.18 0.05 0.09 -0.06 0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.03 0.64 -0.28 0.00 2.75 0.10 0.22 0.07 -0.18 -0.13 -0.19 -0.01 -0.08 -0.12 0.06 0.18 0.06 0.09 -0.06 0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.17 0.65 -0.27 0.00 2.76 0.10 0.22 0.07 -0.18 -0.13 -0.18 -0.01 -0.08 -0.11 0.07 0.18 0.06 0.09 -0.05 0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.32 0.67 -0.25 0.00 2.77 0.10 0.22 0.07 -0.17 -0.13 -0.18 0.00 -0.08 -0.10 0.08 0.18 0.07 0.09 -0.05 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.47 0.68 -0.24 0.00 2.78 0.10 0.22 0.07 -0.17 -0.13 -0.17 0.00 -0.08 -0.09 0.08 0.18 0.07 0.09 -0.05 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.63 0.70 -0.23 0.00 2.79 0.09 0.22 0.06 -0.16 -0.13 -0.17 0.01 -0.08 -0.08 0.09 0.18 0.08 0.08 -0.05 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.80 0.71 -0.22 0.00 2.79 0.09 0.22 0.06 -0.16 -0.13 -0.16 0.01 -0.08 -0.08 0.09 0.18 0.08 0.08 -0.04 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.97 0.73 -0.21 0.00 2.80 0.09 0.22 0.06 -0.16 -0.14 -0.16 0.01 -0.09 -0.07 0.10 0.18 0.09 0.08 -0.04 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.16 0.74 -0.20 0.00 2.81 0.08 0.22 0.05 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 0.02 -0.09 -0.07 0.11 0.17 0.09 0.08 -0.04 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.36 0.75 -0.18 0.00 2.82 0.08 0.22 0.05 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 0.02 -0.09 -0.06 0.11 0.17 0.09 0.08 -0.04 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.58 0.77 -0.17 0.00 2.82 0.08 0.21 0.04 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 0.02 -0.10 -0.05 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.08 -0.04 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.80 0.78 -0.16 0.00 2.83 0.07 0.21 0.04 -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 0.02 -0.10 -0.05 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.08 -0.03 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.04 0.80 -0.15 0.00 2.84 0.07 0.21 0.04 -0.14 -0.15 -0.14 0.02 -0.10 -0.04 0.13 0.17 0.10 0.07 -0.03 0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.30 0.81 -0.14 0.00 2.84 0.06 0.21 0.03 -0.14 -0.16 -0.14 0.02 -0.11 -0.04 0.13 0.16 0.10 0.07 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.57 0.82 -0.12 0.00 2.85 0.06 0.20 0.03 -0.13 -0.16 -0.14 0.03 -0.11 -0.03 0.13 0.16 0.10 0.07 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.86 0.84 -0.11 0.00 2.86 0.05 0.20 0.02 -0.13 -0.16 -0.14 0.03 -0.11 -0.03 0.14 0.16 0.10 0.07 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

5.17 0.85 -0.10 0.00 2.86 0.05 0.20 0.02 -0.13 -0.17 -0.14 0.03 -0.12 -0.02 0.14 0.16 0.10 0.06 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

5.49 0.87 -0.09 0.00 2.87 0.04 0.20 0.01 -0.12 -0.17 -0.13 0.03 -0.12 -0.02 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.06 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

5.83 0.88 -0.08 0.00 2.88 0.04 0.20 0.01 -0.12 -0.17 -0.13 0.03 -0.12 -0.01 0.15 0.15 0.11 0.06 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

6.19 0.90 -0.07 0.00 2.88 0.04 0.19 0.01 -0.12 -0.17 -0.13 0.03 -0.12 -0.01 0.16 0.15 0.11 0.06 -0.03 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

6.59 0.92 -0.06 0.00 2.89 0.03 0.19 0.00 -0.11 -0.18 -0.13 0.04 -0.12 0.00 0.16 0.15 0.11 0.06 -0.02 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

7.02 0.93 -0.05 0.00 2.90 0.03 0.19 0.00 -0.11 -0.18 -0.12 0.04 -0.13 0.00 0.16 0.15 0.12 0.06 -0.02 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

7.49 0.95 -0.04 0.00 2.91 0.03 0.19 0.00 -0.11 -0.18 -0.12 0.04 -0.13 0.01 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.06 -0.02 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

8.02 0.97 -0.02 0.00 2.92 0.02 0.19 0.00 -0.10 -0.18 -0.12 0.04 -0.13 0.01 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.06 -0.02 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

8.61 0.99 -0.01 0.00 2.92 0.02 0.19 -0.01 -0.10 -0.19 -0.11 0.04 -0.13 0.02 0.18 0.15 0.12 0.05 -0.02 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

9.30 1.01 0.00 0.00 2.93 0.01 0.18 -0.01 -0.10 -0.19 -0.11 0.05 -0.14 0.02 0.18 0.14 0.13 0.05 -0.02 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

10.13 1.04 0.02 0.00 2.95 0.01 0.18 -0.02 -0.09 -0.19 -0.11 0.05 -0.14 0.03 0.19 0.14 0.13 0.05 -0.01 0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

11.05 1.07 0.04 0.00 2.96 0.00 0.18 -0.02 -0.09 -0.20 -0.11 0.05 -0.14 0.04 0.19 0.14 0.13 0.05 -0.01 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

12.00 1.10 0.05 0.00 2.97 -0.01 0.18 -0.03 -0.08 -0.20 -0.10 0.05 -0.15 0.04 0.20 0.14 0.13 0.05 -0.01 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

12.92 1.12 0.07 0.00 2.98 -0.01 0.17 -0.03 -0.08 -0.20 -0.10 0.05 -0.15 0.05 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.04 -0.01 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

13.80 1.15 0.08 0.00 2.99 -0.01 0.17 -0.04 -0.08 -0.21 -0.10 0.06 -0.15 0.05 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.04 -0.01 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

14.65 1.18 0.10 0.00 3.00 -0.02 0.17 -0.04 -0.07 -0.21 -0.10 0.06 -0.15 0.06 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.04 -0.01 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

15.00 1.19 0.10 0.00 3.00 -0.02 0.17 -0.04 -0.07 -0.21 -0.09 0.06 -0.15 0.06 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.04 -0.01 0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

Table 4 New Stellar Yield Outputs 
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time z [fe/h] d/h he3/h n(li) n(be) n(b) [c/fe] [n/fe] [o/fe] [f/o] [ne/fe] [na/fe] [al/fe] [mg/fe] [na/mg] [al/mg] [si/fe] [p/fe] [s/fe] [cl/fe] [ar/fe] [k/fe] [ca/fe] [sc/fe] [ti/fe] [v/fe] [cr/fe] [mn/fe] [co/fe] [ni/fe] [cu/fe] [zn/fe] delta y delydlz dydz

0.01 0.00 -4.36 0.00 0.00 2.18 -8.78 -1.82 0.07 -2.14 0.44 -0.24 0.68 -0.06 -0.44 0.35 -0.41 -0.79 -0.23 -1.01 -0.32 -1.34 -0.36 -1.32 -0.18 -0.03 0.06 -0.41 -0.04 -0.52 -0.13 0.12 -0.93 -0.22 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.80 0.00 0.00 2.18 -8.20 -1.28 -0.05 -2.24 0.34 -0.21 0.59 -0.13 -0.51 0.27 -0.40 -0.78 -0.17 -0.96 -0.21 -1.15 -0.24 -1.06 -0.07 -0.05 0.05 -0.34 -0.01 -0.48 -0.19 0.06 -0.99 -0.30 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.42 0.00 0.00 2.18 -7.80 -0.90 -0.09 -2.29 0.29 -0.18 0.56 -0.14 -0.54 0.24 -0.38 -0.78 -0.13 -0.93 -0.15 -1.05 -0.18 -0.90 -0.01 -0.04 0.06 -0.31 0.01 -0.45 -0.22 0.02 -1.01 -0.33 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.28 0.00 0.00 2.19 -7.66 -0.76 -0.10 -2.31 0.28 -0.17 0.55 -0.15 -0.55 0.23 -0.38 -0.78 -0.13 -0.92 -0.14 -1.02 -0.16 -0.87 0.01 -0.04 0.06 -0.30 0.01 -0.45 -0.22 0.02 -1.02 -0.34 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.15 0.00 0.00 2.19 -7.52 -0.62 -0.11 -2.33 0.29 -0.17 0.55 -0.15 -0.53 0.24 -0.39 -0.77 -0.11 -0.90 -0.13 -0.99 -0.15 -0.84 0.02 -0.03 0.06 -0.29 0.01 -0.44 -0.23 0.01 -1.03 -0.35 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.01 0.00 -3.06 0.00 0.00 2.19 -7.40 -0.52 -0.11 -2.35 0.31 -0.19 0.56 -0.14 -0.48 0.27 -0.42 -0.76 -0.09 -0.85 -0.11 -0.96 -0.13 -0.81 0.04 -0.04 0.06 -0.29 0.02 -0.44 -0.24 -0.01 -1.05 -0.37 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.99 0.00 0.00 2.19 -7.29 -0.43 -0.10 -2.40 0.33 -0.22 0.56 -0.14 -0.43 0.31 -0.45 -0.74 -0.05 -0.78 -0.08 -0.91 -0.11 -0.77 0.06 -0.04 0.06 -0.28 0.02 -0.44 -0.27 -0.04 -1.07 -0.38 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.93 0.00 0.00 2.19 -7.15 -0.35 -0.09 -2.47 0.36 -0.25 0.56 -0.15 -0.38 0.34 -0.50 -0.72 0.00 -0.69 -0.04 -0.80 -0.07 -0.71 0.09 -0.06 0.05 -0.27 0.03 -0.44 -0.30 -0.07 -1.11 -0.40 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.87 0.00 0.00 2.19 -7.01 -0.29 -0.09 -2.52 0.37 -0.29 0.54 -0.18 -0.35 0.36 -0.54 -0.71 0.05 -0.62 0.00 -0.71 -0.03 -0.64 0.11 -0.07 0.05 -0.27 0.04 -0.44 -0.32 -0.10 -1.14 -0.41 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.82 0.00 0.00 2.19 -6.87 -0.23 -0.09 -2.58 0.38 -0.33 0.52 -0.21 -0.33 0.37 -0.58 -0.69 0.09 -0.56 0.04 -0.62 0.01 -0.59 0.13 -0.09 0.06 -0.26 0.05 -0.44 -0.34 -0.12 -1.17 -0.42 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.76 0.00 0.00 2.19 -6.72 -0.16 -0.09 -2.63 0.38 -0.36 0.50 -0.24 -0.31 0.37 -0.61 -0.68 0.11 -0.52 0.07 -0.55 0.04 -0.54 0.15 -0.11 0.06 -0.24 0.07 -0.44 -0.35 -0.14 -1.19 -0.44 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.70 0.00 0.00 2.19 -6.57 -0.10 -0.10 -2.69 0.38 -0.39 0.47 -0.27 -0.31 0.36 -0.64 -0.67 0.13 -0.49 0.09 -0.50 0.07 -0.50 0.16 -0.12 0.06 -0.23 0.08 -0.44 -0.36 -0.15 -1.21 -0.45 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.00 -2.62 0.00 0.00 2.19 -6.37 -0.01 -0.11 -2.75 0.37 -0.42 0.44 -0.31 -0.31 0.35 -0.66 -0.66 0.15 -0.46 0.11 -0.46 0.09 -0.47 0.17 -0.12 0.06 -0.22 0.09 -0.43 -0.36 -0.17 -1.23 -0.47 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.01 -2.53 0.00 0.00 2.19 -6.13 0.07 -0.12 -2.80 0.36 -0.44 0.41 -0.35 -0.32 0.33 -0.68 -0.65 0.16 -0.45 0.12 -0.43 0.10 -0.45 0.18 -0.09 0.07 -0.21 0.10 -0.43 -0.37 -0.17 -1.24 -0.47 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.02 0.01 -2.43 0.00 0.00 2.20 -5.69 0.18 -0.13 -2.83 0.35 -0.46 0.37 -0.39 -0.32 0.32 -0.71 -0.64 0.18 -0.42 0.14 -0.39 0.12 -0.42 0.19 -0.04 0.08 -0.20 0.11 -0.42 -0.38 -0.19 -1.24 -0.46 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.03 0.01 -2.34 0.00 0.00 2.20 -5.25 0.29 -0.13 -2.82 0.34 -0.48 0.35 -0.41 -0.33 0.31 -0.72 -0.64 0.19 -0.41 0.16 -0.36 0.15 -0.39 0.21 -0.01 0.10 -0.18 0.13 -0.41 -0.42 -0.22 -1.23 -0.44 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.03 0.01 -2.26 0.00 0.00 2.20 -4.91 0.38 -0.13 -2.78 0.33 -0.49 0.33 -0.43 -0.33 0.30 -0.73 -0.63 0.20 -0.39 0.18 -0.33 0.17 -0.36 0.23 0.02 0.11 -0.16 0.15 -0.40 -0.45 -0.25 -1.21 -0.43 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.03 0.01 -2.18 0.00 0.00 2.20 -4.66 0.47 -0.14 -2.73 0.32 -0.50 0.31 -0.45 -0.34 0.28 -0.73 -0.62 0.21 -0.38 0.19 -0.30 0.19 -0.32 0.24 0.03 0.12 -0.15 0.16 -0.39 -0.47 -0.28 -1.18 -0.42 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.04 0.01 -2.08 0.00 0.00 2.20 -4.43 0.57 -0.14 -2.63 0.31 -0.51 0.28 -0.47 -0.35 0.26 -0.73 -0.61 0.21 -0.37 0.20 -0.28 0.20 -0.29 0.26 0.02 0.13 -0.14 0.17 -0.39 -0.49 -0.29 -1.16 -0.42 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.04 0.02 -1.98 0.00 0.00 2.21 -4.25 0.66 -0.16 -2.47 0.29 -0.51 0.25 -0.49 -0.37 0.23 -0.72 -0.61 0.21 -0.37 0.20 -0.26 0.21 -0.27 0.26 0.00 0.13 -0.14 0.17 -0.39 -0.49 -0.30 -1.15 -0.43 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.04 0.02 -1.91 0.00 0.00 2.21 -4.13 0.72 -0.17 -2.28 0.27 -0.52 0.22 -0.51 -0.39 0.21 -0.72 -0.60 0.20 -0.38 0.20 -0.26 0.20 -0.27 0.25 -0.03 0.12 -0.14 0.16 -0.39 -0.48 -0.29 -1.15 -0.44 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.05 0.02 -1.84 0.00 0.00 2.21 -4.04 0.78 -0.18 -2.08 0.25 -0.52 0.20 -0.53 -0.41 0.19 -0.72 -0.59 0.18 -0.39 0.18 -0.27 0.19 -0.27 0.24 -0.06 0.11 -0.15 0.15 -0.39 -0.46 -0.28 -1.15 -0.44 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.05 0.02 -1.78 0.00 0.00 2.22 -3.97 0.83 -0.19 -1.89 0.23 -0.52 0.17 -0.55 -0.42 0.17 -0.72 -0.59 0.17 -0.40 0.17 -0.27 0.18 -0.28 0.22 -0.08 0.10 -0.16 0.14 -0.40 -0.45 -0.27 -1.15 -0.45 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.05 0.03 -1.73 0.00 0.00 2.22 -3.90 0.88 -0.20 -1.70 0.22 -0.53 0.16 -0.57 -0.44 0.15 -0.72 -0.59 0.15 -0.41 0.16 -0.28 0.16 -0.29 0.21 -0.10 0.09 -0.17 0.13 -0.40 -0.43 -0.26 -1.15 -0.45 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.06 0.03 -1.68 0.00 0.00 2.22 -3.84 0.92 -0.21 -1.52 0.21 -0.53 0.14 -0.58 -0.45 0.13 -0.72 -0.58 0.14 -0.42 0.14 -0.29 0.15 -0.30 0.19 -0.12 0.08 -0.18 0.13 -0.41 -0.42 -0.25 -1.14 -0.46 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.06 0.03 -1.63 0.00 0.00 2.23 -3.79 0.97 -0.21 -1.35 0.19 -0.52 0.12 -0.59 -0.45 0.12 -0.71 -0.58 0.13 -0.42 0.13 -0.30 0.14 -0.31 0.18 -0.13 0.08 -0.19 0.12 -0.41 -0.41 -0.24 -1.14 -0.46 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.06 0.03 -1.59 0.00 0.00 2.23 -3.74 1.01 -0.22 -1.22 0.19 -0.52 0.11 -0.60 -0.46 0.11 -0.71 -0.57 0.12 -0.43 0.12 -0.30 0.13 -0.32 0.17 -0.14 0.07 -0.19 0.11 -0.41 -0.40 -0.24 -1.14 -0.47 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.07 0.04 -1.55 0.00 0.00 2.24 -3.70 1.04 -0.22 -1.11 0.18 -0.52 0.10 -0.60 -0.46 0.10 -0.70 -0.57 0.12 -0.43 0.12 -0.30 0.13 -0.32 0.16 -0.15 0.07 -0.20 0.11 -0.41 -0.39 -0.23 -1.13 -0.47 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.07 0.04 -1.52 0.00 0.00 2.24 -3.67 1.07 -0.22 -1.03 0.17 -0.51 0.10 -0.60 -0.46 0.10 -0.70 -0.56 0.11 -0.44 0.11 -0.31 0.12 -0.33 0.16 -0.16 0.06 -0.20 0.10 -0.41 -0.39 -0.23 -1.13 -0.47 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.07 0.04 -1.50 0.00 0.00 2.24 -3.64 1.10 -0.22 -0.96 0.17 -0.51 0.09 -0.61 -0.47 0.09 -0.70 -0.56 0.11 -0.44 0.11 -0.31 0.12 -0.33 0.15 -0.16 0.06 -0.20 0.10 -0.41 -0.38 -0.22 -1.13 -0.47 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.08 0.04 -1.47 0.00 0.00 2.25 -3.62 1.12 -0.22 -0.91 0.17 -0.50 0.09 -0.61 -0.47 0.09 -0.69 -0.55 0.10 -0.44 0.10 -0.31 0.11 -0.33 0.15 -0.17 0.06 -0.21 0.10 -0.41 -0.38 -0.22 -1.12 -0.48 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.08 0.05 -1.43 0.00 0.00 2.25 -3.58 1.16 -0.21 -0.82 0.16 -0.49 0.08 -0.61 -0.47 0.08 -0.69 -0.55 0.10 -0.44 0.10 -0.31 0.11 -0.34 0.14 -0.17 0.05 -0.21 0.09 -0.41 -0.37 -0.22 -1.11 -0.48 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.09 0.05 -1.37 0.00 0.00 2.26 -3.52 1.22 -0.21 -0.72 0.15 -0.48 0.07 -0.60 -0.46 0.08 -0.68 -0.54 0.09 -0.44 0.09 -0.31 0.10 -0.34 0.13 -0.18 0.04 -0.21 0.09 -0.41 -0.36 -0.21 -1.10 -0.49 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.10 0.06 -1.33 0.00 0.00 2.27 -3.48 1.27 -0.20 -0.65 0.15 -0.47 0.07 -0.60 -0.46 0.07 -0.67 -0.53 0.09 -0.44 0.09 -0.31 0.10 -0.34 0.13 -0.19 0.04 -0.21 0.08 -0.40 -0.35 -0.20 -1.09 -0.50 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.10 0.06 -1.29 0.00 0.00 2.27 -3.44 1.31 -0.19 -0.59 0.15 -0.46 0.07 -0.59 -0.45 0.07 -0.66 -0.52 0.08 -0.44 0.08 -0.31 0.09 -0.34 0.12 -0.19 0.04 -0.21 0.08 -0.40 -0.34 -0.20 -1.08 -0.50 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.11 0.07 -1.26 0.00 0.00 2.28 -3.41 1.34 -0.19 -0.55 0.14 -0.44 0.06 -0.59 -0.45 0.07 -0.65 -0.51 0.08 -0.44 0.08 -0.31 0.09 -0.35 0.11 -0.20 0.03 -0.21 0.07 -0.40 -0.33 -0.19 -1.07 -0.51 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.12 0.07 -1.23 0.00 0.00 2.29 -3.38 1.38 -0.18 -0.50 0.14 -0.43 0.06 -0.58 -0.44 0.06 -0.64 -0.51 0.07 -0.44 0.07 -0.31 0.08 -0.35 0.11 -0.20 0.03 -0.21 0.07 -0.40 -0.32 -0.19 -1.06 -0.51 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.12 0.08 -1.19 0.00 0.00 2.30 -3.34 1.42 -0.18 -0.46 0.14 -0.42 0.06 -0.57 -0.44 0.06 -0.63 -0.50 0.07 -0.43 0.07 -0.31 0.07 -0.35 0.10 -0.20 0.02 -0.21 0.06 -0.39 -0.31 -0.18 -1.05 -0.52 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.13 0.08 -1.16 0.00 0.00 2.30 -3.31 1.46 -0.17 -0.41 0.13 -0.40 0.05 -0.57 -0.43 0.06 -0.62 -0.49 0.06 -0.43 0.06 -0.31 0.07 -0.35 0.09 -0.21 0.02 -0.21 0.06 -0.39 -0.30 -0.17 -1.04 -0.53 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.15 0.10 -1.10 0.00 0.00 2.32 -3.25 1.52 -0.16 -0.36 0.13 -0.37 0.05 -0.55 -0.42 0.05 -0.61 -0.48 0.05 -0.43 0.05 -0.31 0.06 -0.36 0.08 -0.21 0.01 -0.21 0.05 -0.38 -0.29 -0.16 -1.02 -0.54 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.16 0.11 -1.06 0.00 0.00 2.33 -3.21 1.57 -0.15 -0.32 0.12 -0.35 0.05 -0.54 -0.41 0.05 -0.59 -0.46 0.04 -0.43 0.04 -0.31 0.05 -0.36 0.07 -0.22 0.00 -0.21 0.04 -0.38 -0.27 -0.15 -1.01 -0.55 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.17 0.11 -1.02 0.00 0.00 2.34 -3.17 1.61 -0.14 -0.29 0.12 -0.33 0.05 -0.53 -0.41 0.05 -0.58 -0.45 0.04 -0.42 0.04 -0.31 0.04 -0.36 0.07 -0.22 0.00 -0.21 0.04 -0.37 -0.26 -0.14 -0.99 -0.57 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.19 0.12 -0.99 0.00 0.00 2.35 -3.10 1.65 -0.13 -0.26 0.11 -0.31 0.04 -0.52 -0.40 0.04 -0.57 -0.44 0.03 -0.42 0.03 -0.30 0.03 -0.36 0.06 -0.22 -0.01 -0.21 0.03 -0.37 -0.25 -0.14 -0.97 -0.57 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.20 0.13 -0.96 0.00 0.00 2.36 -3.03 1.68 -0.12 -0.24 0.11 -0.30 0.04 -0.51 -0.39 0.04 -0.56 -0.43 0.03 -0.42 0.03 -0.30 0.03 -0.36 0.05 -0.22 -0.01 -0.21 0.03 -0.36 -0.24 -0.13 -0.95 -0.58 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.21 0.14 -0.92 0.00 0.00 2.38 -2.91 1.72 -0.11 -0.22 0.11 -0.28 0.04 -0.50 -0.38 0.04 -0.54 -0.42 0.02 -0.41 0.02 -0.30 0.02 -0.36 0.05 -0.22 -0.02 -0.21 0.02 -0.36 -0.24 -0.13 -0.92 -0.58 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.24 0.16 -0.88 0.00 0.00 2.39 -2.76 1.77 -0.09 -0.19 0.10 -0.27 0.04 -0.48 -0.37 0.04 -0.52 -0.41 0.02 -0.40 0.02 -0.29 0.02 -0.35 0.04 -0.22 -0.02 -0.21 0.02 -0.35 -0.23 -0.12 -0.88 -0.57 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.26 0.17 -0.84 0.00 0.00 2.41 -2.61 1.81 -0.08 -0.16 0.10 -0.25 0.04 -0.46 -0.36 0.04 -0.50 -0.40 0.02 -0.39 0.01 -0.29 0.02 -0.35 0.04 -0.22 -0.02 -0.20 0.02 -0.34 -0.22 -0.11 -0.83 -0.56 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.29 0.19 -0.80 0.00 0.00 2.43 -2.46 1.86 -0.06 -0.13 0.10 -0.24 0.04 -0.44 -0.34 0.04 -0.49 -0.38 0.01 -0.37 0.01 -0.28 0.01 -0.34 0.04 -0.21 -0.02 -0.20 0.01 -0.34 -0.21 -0.11 -0.78 -0.54 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.32 0.21 -0.76 0.00 0.00 2.45 -2.33 1.90 -0.05 -0.11 0.10 -0.23 0.04 -0.42 -0.33 0.04 -0.47 -0.37 0.01 -0.36 0.01 -0.27 0.01 -0.33 0.03 -0.21 -0.02 -0.19 0.01 -0.33 -0.20 -0.10 -0.74 -0.52 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.35 0.23 -0.73 0.00 0.00 2.46 -2.22 1.94 -0.04 -0.10 0.10 -0.22 0.05 -0.41 -0.31 0.04 -0.45 -0.36 0.01 -0.34 0.01 -0.26 0.01 -0.32 0.03 -0.20 -0.02 -0.18 0.01 -0.32 -0.19 -0.10 -0.70 -0.50 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.39 0.24 -0.70 0.00 0.00 2.48 -2.12 1.97 -0.02 -0.08 0.10 -0.21 0.05 -0.39 -0.30 0.04 -0.43 -0.34 0.02 -0.33 0.01 -0.25 0.01 -0.31 0.03 -0.19 -0.02 -0.18 0.01 -0.31 -0.18 -0.09 -0.66 -0.48 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.41 0.26 -0.68 0.00 0.00 2.49 -2.05 1.99 -0.01 -0.07 0.10 -0.21 0.05 -0.37 -0.29 0.05 -0.42 -0.33 0.02 -0.32 0.01 -0.24 0.01 -0.30 0.03 -0.18 -0.02 -0.17 0.01 -0.31 -0.18 -0.09 -0.63 -0.46 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.44 0.27 -0.66 0.00 0.00 2.50 -1.99 2.01 0.00 -0.06 0.10 -0.20 0.05 -0.36 -0.28 0.05 -0.41 -0.33 0.02 -0.31 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.29 0.03 -0.18 -0.02 -0.17 0.01 -0.30 -0.17 -0.09 -0.60 -0.45 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.47 0.29 -0.64 0.00 0.00 2.51 -1.92 2.04 0.01 -0.05 0.10 -0.20 0.05 -0.34 -0.27 0.05 -0.39 -0.31 0.02 -0.29 0.02 -0.22 0.02 -0.27 0.03 -0.17 -0.02 -0.16 0.01 -0.30 -0.16 -0.09 -0.57 -0.43 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.52 0.31 -0.61 0.00 0.00 2.53 -1.84 2.07 0.02 -0.04 0.10 -0.19 0.05 -0.32 -0.25 0.05 -0.37 -0.30 0.02 -0.28 0.02 -0.21 0.02 -0.26 0.03 -0.16 -0.01 -0.15 0.01 -0.29 -0.16 -0.08 -0.53 -0.41 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.57 0.33 -0.59 0.00 0.00 2.55 -1.76 2.10 0.03 -0.03 0.10 -0.18 0.06 -0.30 -0.23 0.05 -0.36 -0.29 0.02 -0.26 0.02 -0.19 0.02 -0.24 0.04 -0.15 -0.01 -0.14 0.01 -0.28 -0.15 -0.08 -0.49 -0.38 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.63 0.35 -0.56 0.00 0.00 2.56 -1.68 2.13 0.04 -0.02 0.10 -0.17 0.06 -0.28 -0.22 0.06 -0.34 -0.28 0.02 -0.24 0.02 -0.18 0.02 -0.23 0.04 -0.14 -0.01 -0.14 0.01 -0.27 -0.14 -0.08 -0.46 -0.36 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.68 0.37 -0.54 0.00 0.00 2.58 -1.62 2.16 0.05 -0.01 0.10 -0.17 0.06 -0.27 -0.21 0.06 -0.32 -0.26 0.03 -0.23 0.02 -0.17 0.02 -0.21 0.04 -0.13 0.00 -0.13 0.01 -0.26 -0.13 -0.07 -0.43 -0.33 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.74 0.39 -0.52 0.00 0.00 2.59 -1.56 2.18 0.06 0.00 0.11 -0.16 0.06 -0.25 -0.19 0.06 -0.31 -0.25 0.03 -0.21 0.03 -0.16 0.03 -0.20 0.04 -0.12 0.00 -0.12 0.01 -0.25 -0.13 -0.07 -0.40 -0.31 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.80 0.41 -0.50 0.00 0.00 2.61 -1.50 2.20 0.06 0.01 0.11 -0.16 0.06 -0.23 -0.18 0.06 -0.29 -0.24 0.03 -0.20 0.03 -0.15 0.03 -0.18 0.04 -0.11 0.00 -0.11 0.02 -0.24 -0.12 -0.06 -0.37 -0.29 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.87 0.43 -0.48 0.00 0.00 2.62 -1.45 2.22 0.07 0.01 0.11 -0.15 0.07 -0.22 -0.17 0.06 -0.28 -0.23 0.03 -0.19 0.03 -0.14 0.03 -0.17 0.04 -0.11 0.00 -0.10 0.02 -0.23 -0.11 -0.06 -0.35 -0.27 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

0.94 0.45 -0.46 0.00 0.00 2.63 -1.40 2.25 0.08 0.02 0.11 -0.14 0.07 -0.20 -0.16 0.06 -0.27 -0.22 0.03 -0.17 0.03 -0.13 0.03 -0.16 0.04 -0.10 0.01 -0.10 0.02 -0.22 -0.10 -0.06 -0.32 -0.26 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.01 0.47 -0.44 0.00 0.00 2.65 -1.36 2.27 0.08 0.02 0.10 -0.14 0.07 -0.19 -0.14 0.06 -0.25 -0.21 0.03 -0.16 0.03 -0.12 0.03 -0.15 0.04 -0.09 0.01 -0.09 0.02 -0.22 -0.10 -0.05 -0.30 -0.24 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.09 0.49 -0.43 0.00 0.00 2.66 -1.31 2.28 0.08 0.03 0.10 -0.13 0.07 -0.17 -0.13 0.07 -0.24 -0.20 0.04 -0.15 0.03 -0.11 0.03 -0.14 0.04 -0.08 0.01 -0.08 0.02 -0.21 -0.09 -0.05 -0.28 -0.22 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.17 0.50 -0.41 0.00 0.00 2.67 -1.27 2.30 0.09 0.03 0.10 -0.13 0.07 -0.16 -0.12 0.07 -0.23 -0.19 0.04 -0.14 0.03 -0.10 0.03 -0.13 0.04 -0.07 0.01 -0.08 0.02 -0.20 -0.08 -0.05 -0.26 -0.21 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.26 0.52 -0.40 0.00 0.00 2.68 -1.24 2.32 0.09 0.03 0.10 -0.12 0.07 -0.15 -0.11 0.07 -0.22 -0.18 0.04 -0.13 0.04 -0.09 0.04 -0.12 0.04 -0.07 0.02 -0.07 0.02 -0.19 -0.08 -0.04 -0.24 -0.19 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.35 0.54 -0.38 0.00 0.00 2.69 -1.20 2.34 0.09 0.03 0.10 -0.12 0.07 -0.14 -0.10 0.07 -0.21 -0.17 0.04 -0.12 0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.11 0.04 -0.06 0.02 -0.06 0.02 -0.18 -0.07 -0.04 -0.22 -0.18 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.45 0.56 -0.37 0.00 0.00 2.70 -1.17 2.35 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.11 0.07 -0.13 -0.10 0.07 -0.19 -0.16 0.04 -0.11 0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.10 0.04 -0.05 0.02 -0.06 0.02 -0.18 -0.07 -0.04 -0.20 -0.16 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.55 0.57 -0.36 0.00 0.00 2.71 -1.14 2.37 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.11 0.07 -0.12 -0.09 0.07 -0.18 -0.15 0.04 -0.10 0.04 -0.07 0.04 -0.09 0.04 -0.05 0.02 -0.05 0.02 -0.17 -0.06 -0.03 -0.19 -0.15 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.66 0.59 -0.34 0.00 0.00 2.72 -1.11 2.38 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.10 0.07 -0.11 -0.08 0.07 -0.17 -0.15 0.04 -0.09 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.04 0.02 -0.05 0.02 -0.16 -0.06 -0.03 -0.17 -0.14 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.78 0.61 -0.33 0.00 0.00 2.73 -1.08 2.39 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.10 0.07 -0.10 -0.07 0.07 -0.17 -0.14 0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.07 0.04 -0.04 0.02 -0.04 0.02 -0.15 -0.05 -0.03 -0.16 -0.13 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

1.90 0.62 -0.32 0.00 0.00 2.74 -1.05 2.41 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.09 0.07 -0.09 -0.07 0.07 -0.16 -0.13 0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.07 0.04 -0.03 0.02 -0.04 0.02 -0.15 -0.05 -0.03 -0.15 -0.12 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.03 0.64 -0.30 0.00 0.00 2.75 -1.02 2.42 0.10 0.04 0.09 -0.09 0.07 -0.08 -0.06 0.06 -0.15 -0.13 0.04 -0.07 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.03 0.02 -0.04 0.02 -0.14 -0.04 -0.02 -0.14 -0.11 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.17 0.65 -0.29 0.00 0.00 2.76 -1.00 2.43 0.09 0.04 0.09 -0.08 0.07 -0.08 -0.06 0.06 -0.14 -0.12 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.04 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.03 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.13 -0.04 -0.02 -0.13 -0.10 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.32 0.67 -0.28 0.00 0.00 2.77 -0.97 2.44 0.09 0.04 0.09 -0.08 0.07 -0.07 -0.05 0.06 -0.13 -0.11 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.04 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.12 -0.04 -0.02 -0.12 -0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.47 0.68 -0.27 0.00 0.00 2.78 -0.95 2.45 0.09 0.04 0.08 -0.08 0.06 -0.06 -0.05 0.06 -0.12 -0.11 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.03 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.12 -0.03 -0.02 -0.11 -0.09 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.63 0.70 -0.26 0.00 0.00 2.79 -0.93 2.47 0.09 0.04 0.08 -0.07 0.06 -0.06 -0.04 0.06 -0.12 -0.10 0.04 -0.05 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.04 0.04 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.11 -0.03 -0.02 -0.10 -0.08 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.80 0.71 -0.24 0.00 0.00 2.79 -0.91 2.48 0.09 0.04 0.08 -0.07 0.06 -0.05 -0.04 0.06 -0.11 -0.09 0.04 -0.05 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.10 -0.03 -0.01 -0.09 -0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

2.97 0.73 -0.23 0.00 0.00 2.80 -0.89 2.49 0.08 0.04 0.08 -0.06 0.06 -0.05 -0.03 0.05 -0.10 -0.09 0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.10 -0.03 -0.01 -0.09 -0.07 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.16 0.74 -0.22 0.00 0.00 2.81 -0.87 2.50 0.08 0.04 0.07 -0.06 0.05 -0.05 -0.03 0.05 -0.10 -0.08 0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.09 -0.02 -0.01 -0.08 -0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.36 0.75 -0.21 0.00 0.00 2.82 -0.85 2.51 0.08 0.04 0.07 -0.06 0.05 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 -0.09 -0.08 0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.08 -0.02 -0.01 -0.07 -0.06 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.58 0.77 -0.20 0.00 0.00 2.82 -0.83 2.52 0.07 0.03 0.06 -0.05 0.05 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 -0.09 -0.07 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.08 -0.02 -0.01 -0.07 -0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

3.80 0.78 -0.18 0.00 0.00 2.83 -0.82 2.52 0.07 0.03 0.06 -0.05 0.04 -0.04 -0.03 0.04 -0.08 -0.07 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.07 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 -0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.04 0.80 -0.17 0.00 0.00 2.84 -0.80 2.53 0.06 0.03 0.05 -0.05 0.04 -0.04 -0.03 0.04 -0.07 -0.06 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.07 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 -0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.30 0.81 -0.16 0.00 0.00 2.84 -0.78 2.54 0.06 0.03 0.05 -0.04 0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.07 -0.06 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.06 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 -0.05 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.57 0.82 -0.15 0.00 0.00 2.85 -0.77 2.55 0.05 0.02 0.05 -0.04 0.03 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.06 -0.06 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.06 -0.02 -0.01 -0.05 -0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

4.86 0.84 -0.14 0.00 0.00 2.86 -0.75 2.56 0.05 0.02 0.04 -0.04 0.03 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.06 -0.05 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 -0.05 -0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

5.17 0.85 -0.13 0.00 0.00 2.86 -0.73 2.57 0.04 0.02 0.04 -0.03 0.03 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.05 -0.05 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 -0.05 -0.04 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

5.49 0.87 -0.11 0.00 0.00 2.87 -0.72 2.58 0.04 0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.05 -0.04 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

5.83 0.88 -0.10 0.00 0.00 2.88 -0.70 2.59 0.04 0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

6.19 0.90 -0.09 0.00 0.00 2.88 -0.69 2.60 0.03 0.01 0.03 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

6.59 0.92 -0.08 0.00 0.00 2.89 -0.67 2.61 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

7.02 0.93 -0.07 0.00 0.00 2.90 -0.66 2.62 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

7.49 0.95 -0.06 0.00 0.00 2.91 -0.64 2.63 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

8.02 0.97 -0.05 0.00 0.00 2.92 -0.62 2.64 0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

8.61 0.99 -0.04 0.00 0.00 2.92 -0.60 2.65 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

9.30 1.01 -0.02 0.00 0.00 2.93 -0.58 2.66 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

10.13 1.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.95 -0.56 2.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

11.05 1.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 2.96 -0.54 2.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

12.00 1.10 0.03 0.00 0.00 2.97 -0.52 2.70 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

12.92 1.12 0.04 0.00 0.00 2.98 -0.50 2.72 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

13.80 1.15 0.06 0.00 0.00 2.99 -0.48 2.73 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

14.65 1.18 0.07 0.00 0.00 3.00 -0.46 2.74 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

15.00 1.19 0.08 0.00 0.00 3.00 -0.46 2.75 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 1.0000-100 1.0000-100 1.0000-100

Table 5 Original Stellar Yield Outputs 
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Appendix E 

Code Comparison 

 

 There are several aesthetic and functional differences between Mathematica and Fortran. 

Figure E.2 is module 1, “chem3”, as defined in Mathematica, and Figure E.1 is the program 

“chem3” as defined in Fortran. These two figures describe the exact same code, but in different 

programming languages. There are many differences between the two, primarily the syntax, 

number of needed lines, and number of needed commands. Also of note, Figure E.1 includes the 

debugging “Print” commands, and Figure E.2 includes many lines of comments or spaces, so any 

attempt to compare number of lines should take those into account.  

    

 

 

      program chem3 

      implicit none 

      save 

      include 'chem3.dek' 

 

 

! chemical evolution code; version 3 

 

! this version supports an arbitrary number of isotopes, 

! arbitrary number of zones, solar masses in solar masses out formulation, 

! metallicity and mass dependent nucleosynthesis, 

! different types of type1a supernova and classical novae, 

! gauss-legendre quadrature, and a cash-karp stepper. 

 

 

! local variables 

      external          imf,gasevo,rkqs 

      integer           nok,nbad,i,j,k,nz 

      double precision  tbeg,stpmin,mtot,mdot,sum,xnow,ggg,zzz, & 

                        xxx(nqmax),www(nqmax) 

 

 

 

Figure E.1 Fortran’s chem3 program 
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! format statements 

01    format(5(1x,1pe10.2,' ',a,'    ')) 

02    format(1x,a,i6,a,i6,a,i6) 

03    format(1x,'cpu time : ',i2,' hrs  ',i2,' min  ',i2,' sec') 

04    format(1x,a,i10,a,i10) 

 

 

 

! read the users input deck 

      call rchem 

 

 

! get todays date and time 

      call today(adat,atim) 

 

 

! start the clock 

      call zsecond(timtot) 

 

 

! read in the stellar nucleosynthesis 

      call rnuc 

      neq  = nzone * niso 

      write(6,02) ' ' 

      write(6,02) 'number of equations :',neq 

      write(6,02) ' ' 

      if (neq .gt. gphys) then 

       write(6,02) 'neq',neq,'  gphys',gphys 

       stop 'neq > gphys' 

      end if 

 

 

! get the imf normalization 

      call gauleg(imfmin,mbmin,xxx,www,nnhi) 

 

      call qgaus(imf,xxx,www,nnhi,ximf_norm) 

 

      if (mbmax .lt. imfmax) then 

       call gauleg(mbmin,mbmax,xxx,www,nnhi) 

       call qgaus(imf,xxx,www,nnhi,sum) 

       ximf_norm = ximf_norm + sum 

       call gauleg(mbmax,imfmax,xxx,www,nnhi) 

       call qgaus(imf,xxx,www,nnhi,sum) 

       ximf_norm = ximf_norm + sum 

 

      else 
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       call gauleg(mbmin,imfmax,xxx,www,nnhi) 

       call qgaus(imf,xxx,www,nnhi,sum) 

       ximf_norm = ximf_norm + sum 

      end if 

 

 

 

! initialize the time history table hit counters 

      khist   = 0 

      kmiss   = 0 

      khyes   = 0 

      khno    = 0 

      kt1miss = 0 

      kt1yes  = 0 

      kt1no   = 0 

      knvmiss = 0 

      knvyes  = 0 

      knvno   = 0 

 

 

! initialize the solution with bigbang abundances 

      tbeg    = 0.0d0 

      stpmin  = 1.0e-5 * stptry 

      kount   = 1 

      do nz=1,nzone 

       nowzon = nz 

       call surfden(tbeg,mtot,mdot) 

       do i=1,niso 

        j       = i + (nz - 1)*niso 

        init(j) = mtot * bigb(i) 

       enddo 

      enddo 

 

 

 

! now integrate the odes contained in routine gasevo 

 

! for no changes in the infall composition 

! integrate from the begginning to the end 

 

      if (thalo .ge. tend)  then 

 

       call chemint(tbeg,stpmin,tend,toler,neq,nok,nbad,gasevo,rkqs) 
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! allow for a change in the infall composition at time thalo 

      else if (thalo .lt. tend) then 

 

! integrate from tbeg to thalo 

       call chemint(tbeg,stpmin,thalo,toler,neq,nok,nbad,gasevo,rkqs) 

       write(6,02) 'nok =',nok,'  nbad=',nbad,'  kount=',kount 

 

 

! change the infall composition at thalo 

       write(6,02) ' ' 

       write(6,02) 'changing infall composition:' 

       nowzon = nrcomp 

       sum    = 0.0d0 

       do i=1,niso 

        if (i .ne. nal26  .and. i .ne. nfe60) then 

         nowiso = i 

         call getgas(thalo,ggg,zzz,bigb(i)) 

         sum    = sum + bigb(i) 

        end if 

       enddo 

       xnow = 1.0d0 - sum 

       write(6,01) xnow,'mass non conservation of new infall' 

 

 

! normalize the new infall composition 

       do i=1,niso 

        bigb(i) = bigb(i)/sum 

       enddo 

 

! write out the new infall composition 

       write(6,*) 'new infall composition:' 

       write(6,01) (bigb(i),namnuc(i), i=1,niso) 

 

 

! and finish off the integration 

       call chemint(thalo,stpmin,tend,toler,neq,nok,nbad,gasevo,rkqs) 

      end if 

 

 

 

 

 

! output the model 

      call modout 
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! write out the table hit statistics 

      write(6,*) 

      write(6,04) 'maximum history storage depth =',khist 

      write(6,04) 'direct history hits           =',khyes 

      write(6,04) 'searched history hits         =',khno 

      write(6,04) 'missed histories              =',kmiss 

      if (sn1fac .ne. 0.0) then 

       write(6,*) 

       write(6,04) 'direct type1a history hits    =',kt1yes 

       write(6,04) 'searched type1a history hits  =',kt1no 

       write(6,04) 'missed typ1a histories        =',kt1miss 

      end if 

      if (novfac .ne. 0.0) then 

       write(6,*) 

       write(6,04) 'direct nova history hits      =',knvyes 

       write(6,04) 'searched nova history hits    =',knvno 

       write(6,04) 'missed nova histories         =',knvmiss 

      end if 

 

 

! close up shop 

      call zsecond(timtot) 

      call timlap(timtot,hours,minuts,secs,msecs) 

      write(6,*) 

      write(6,03) hours,minuts,secs 

      stop 'normal termination' 

      end 

 

 

 

 

 

Module 1 - chem3 
chemical evolution code 

chem3:=Module {imf,gasevo,rkqs,nok,nbad,i,j, 

k,nz,tbeg,stpmin,mtot,mdot,sum,xnow,ggg,zzz,xxx,www}, 

rchem; 

Print["TT1"]; (*today[adat,atim]; 
zsecond[timtot];*)rnuc; 

Print["TT2"]; neq=nzone*niso; 

Print[" number of equations "]; 
Print["TT3"]; 
Print[neq]; 

Figure E.2 Mathematica’s chem3 module 
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Print["TT4"]; 
If[neq>gphys,Print["neq"]; 

Print[neq]; 
Print[" gphys"]; 
Print[gphys]; 
Print["neq>gphys"];]; Print["TT5"]; 

gauleg[imfmin,mbmin,xxx,www,nnhi]; Print["TT6"]; 
qgaus[imf,xxx,www,nnhi,ximfnorm]; 
Print["TT7"]; 
If[mbmax<imfmax,gauleg[mbmin,mbmax,xxx,www,nnhi]; 

qgaus[imf,xxx,www,nnhi,sum]; ximfnorm=ximfnorm+sum; 

gauleg[mbmax,imfmax,xxx,www,nnhi]; 
qgaus[imf,xxx,www,nnhi,sum]; 
ximfnorm=ximfnorm+sum;,gauleg[mbmin,imfmax,xxx,www,nnhi]; 
qgaus[imf,xxx,www,nnhi,sum]; ximfnorm=ximfnorm+sum;]; 

Print["TT8"]; 
khist=0; kmiss=0; 

khyes=0; khno=0; 

kt1miss=0; 

kt1yes=0; kt1no=0; 

knvmiss=0; 

knvyes=0; knvno=0; 

tbeg=0.0; 

stpmin=1.0*10-

5*stptry; kount=1; 

Print["TT9"]; 
Do[nowzon=nz; 

Print["nowzon"]; Print[nowzon]; 
surfden[tbeg,mtot,mdot]; 
Do[Print[j=i+(nz-1)*niso]; init:=mtot*Extract[bigb,i]; 

Print["init"]; 
Print[init],{i,niso}],{nz,nzone}]; 

Print["TT10"]; 
If[thalo≥tend,chemint[tbeg,stpmin,tend,toler,neq,nok,nbad,gasevo,rkqs]]; 
Print["TT11"]; 
If[thalo<tend,chemint[tbeg,stpmin,thalo,toler,neq,nok,nbad,gasevo,rkqs]; 

Print["nok="]; 
Print[nok]; 
Print[" nbad="]; 
Print[nbad]; 
Print" kount="]; 

Print["TT12"]; 
Print[kount]; 
Print["TT13"]; 
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Print[" changing infall composition"]; 
nowzon=nrcomp; sum=0.0; 

Print["TT14"]; 
Do[If[i≠na126&&i≠nfe60,nowiso=i; getgas[thalo,ggg,zzz,Extract[bigb,i]]; 

sum:=sum+Extract[bigb,i]]; 
Print["sum"]; 
Print[sum];,{i,niso}]; 

Print["TT15"]; xnow=1.0-sum; 

Print[xnow]; 
Print["mass non conservation of new infall"]; Extract[bigb,i] 
Do bigb:= ,{i,niso} ; 

sum 

Print["new infall composition"]; 
Print["TT16"]; 
Print[Extract[bigb,i]]; 
Print["TT17"]; 
Print[Extract[namnuc,i]]; 
Print["TT18"]; 
Print[i=1]; 
Print["TT19"]; 
Print[niso]; Print["TT20"]; 
chemint[thalo,stpmin,tend,toler,neq,nok,nbad,gasevo,rkqs]; 
Print["TT21"]; modout; 

Print["TT22"]; 

Print["maximum history storage depth ="]; Print[khist]; 

Print["direct history hits ="]; 

Print[khyes]; 

Print["searched history hits ="]; 

Print[khno]; 

Print["missed histories ="]; 

Print[kmiss]; 

Print["TT23"]; 

 

If[sn1fac≠0.0,Print["direct type1a history hits 

Print[kt1yes]; 

Print["searched type1a history hits ="]; 

Print[kt1no]; 

Print["missed type1a histories ="]; 

Print[kt1miss];]; Print["TT24"]; 

="]; 
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If[novfac≠0.0,Print["direct nova history hits 

Print[knvyes]; 

Print["searched nova history hits ="]; Print[knvo]; 

Print["missed nova histories ="]; 

Print[knvmiss];]; Print["TT25"]; 

(*zsecond[timtot]; 

timlap[timtot,hours,minuts,secs,msecs]; 

="]; 

Print[hours,minuts,secs];*)Print["normal termination'"];  

 

 


